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Developing fast, portable, and accurate radiation imagers remains an objective for
many nuclear safety and security applications. While recent studies have demon-
strated the directional capabilities of the single-detector rotating scatter mask (RSM)
system for discrete, dual-particle environments, there has been little progress towards
adapting it as a true imaging device. In this work, two algorithms were developed and
tested using an RSM mask design previously optimized for directional detection and
simulated 137Cs signals from a variety of source distributions. The first, maximum-
likelihood expectation-maximization (ML-EM), was shown to generate noisy images,
with relatively low accuracy (145% average relative error) and signal-to-noise ratio
(0.27) for most source distributions simulated. The second, a novel regenerative
neural network (ReGeNN), performed exceptionally well, with significantly higher
accuracy (33% average relative error) over all source types compared to ML-EM and
drastically improved signal-to-noise ratio (0.85) in the reconstructed images.
This method was experimentally validated using an additively-manufactured mask.
Measuring two point and one ring 22Na source distributions, a modified ReGeNN was
able to successfully train on simulated noisy signals and accurately predict the rel-
ative size and direction of the three measured sources. Training ReGeNN further
revealed potential errors caused from overfitting, suggesting future improvement in
ReGeNN architecture and training base is needed to obtain accurate activity profiles.
To support future design optimizations, a ray tracing algorithm was also developed
as an alternative to more rigorous Monte Carlo RSM simulations. This ray tracing
code was shown to significantly improve computational efficiency, at a slight cost to
the simulated signal accuracy for more complex mask designs.
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LOW-INFORMATION RADIATION IMAGING USING ROTATING
SCATTER MASK SYSTEMS AND NEURAL NETWORK
ALGORITHMS
I. Introduction
In 1995, the International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA) launched the In-
cident and Trafficking Database (ITDB), allowing States to voluntarily report inci-
dents regarding illicit trafficking and mishandling of special nuclear material (SNM)
and other radioactive sources. By the end of 2019, 139 states had reported 3,896
incidents, some which contained fatal sources if exposed for just a few minutes [1].
However, only 290 cases were determined to likely be correlated with illicit trafficking
or malicious use (Group I). Incidents for which there was insufficient data to deter-
mine intent (Group II) numbered 1,023. Remarkably, the largest number of reported
incidents, 2,373, came from cases not related to trafficking or malicious intent (Group
III). According to the report:
The majority of incidents in Group III fall into one of three categories: the
unauthorized disposal (e.g. radioactive sources entering the scrap metal
industry); unauthorized shipment (e.g. scrap metals contaminated with
radioactive material being shipped across international borders); or the
discovery of radioactive material (e.g. uncontrolled radioactive sources).
The occurrence of such incidents indicates deficiencies in the systems to
control, secure, and properly dispose of radioactive material.
Figure 1.1, generated from data provided in the ITDB, highlights these deficien-
cies. The database includes incidents involving a host of SNM, including highly
enriched uranium and plutonium among all three groups and a small number of illicit
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interdictions involving kg worth of material. Scrap metal contaminated with enriched
uranium has been reported as recently as 2014. In 2013, a 3,000 Curie source was
discovered abandoned in a field in Mexico [2]. The vast majority of Group II and
III sources originated from industrial and medical facilities. It should also be noted
that most of the lowest-activity sources contained no positive confirmation of their
recovery.
Figure 1.1. Number of incidents reported in the ITDB from 1993-2019 [1].
The data presented underscores the necessity to actively pursue and equip facili-
ties and borders with suitable radiation detectors to either prevent the unauthorized
transport of radioactive sources or to interdict the sources before they can cause
irreparable harm. The rise in cases between 2003 and 2005 were a direct result of
increasing the number of international radiation portal monitors at borders and scrap
metal facilities. The United States is committed to support this endeavor, stating
that they will “sustain and build upon the roughly 57,000 radiation detectors operat-
ing at U.S. seaports, border crossings, and within the American interior” in the 2018
Nuclear Posture Review [3].
This is just one such mission where the rotating scatter mask (RSM) system can
be applied. Designed as a portable, directionally-sensitive detector at a fraction of
the cost of current deployed systems, the RSM system has many use cases throughout
the nuclear security paradigm. Converting the system to a true radiation imaging
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system would have significant impacts in the community, narrowing the search space
and minimizing health risks when searching for radioactive sources [4].
1.1 Background
Imaging radiation is not a novel concept nor is the prospect of portable imag-
ing devices. In fact, one of the longest standing applications of radiation imaging
originates from outside the nuclear security paradigm. Positron emission tomogra-
phy (PET) and single-photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) are well-
founded techniques in the medical imaging community that utilize trace amounts of
radioactive markers to image organ tissues [5]. However, medical imaging and nuclear
security have an inverse relationship: in the former, the radiation source is predeter-
mined, well-constrained, and surrounded by detectors; in the latter, the detection
system is surrounded by an unknown source in potentially ill-defined environments.
As a result, radiation imagers designed for complex, unknown environments are
often much more difficult to implement than their medical counterparts. The bulk of
research regarding radiation imaging devices can be divided into two broad categories
[6]. The first are coded-aperture devices that use two-dimensional arrays of detectors
and a collimating mask to generate an encoded image that can be processed back
into the original source distribution [7]. Some coded-apertures can be very large and
expensive, containing many radiation detectors and lead masks, limiting their field-
of-view (FOV) and portability [8, 9]. Modern advancements in miniaturized active
detector arrays and novel system configurations have shown potential in remedying
these limitations [10, 11, 12].
The second category of radiation imaging devices are scatter cameras, often known
as Compton cameras when referring to gamma imaging [6]. These devices also use
an array of detectors, but instead of generating encoded images, the images are back-
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projected using well-defined kinematic physics of the interacting particles, which al-
lows these devices to have nearly full 4π FOV and excellent background suppression
[13, 14]. Compton cameras are particularly popular, with true portable, commercial-
ized products readily available, albeit at a cost significantly larger than a standard
detection system [15]. These devices may also be limited to certain particles and
energy regimes, reducing their efficiency. Dual-particle scatter cameras are currently
being designed and tested that should improve upon these current limitations if suc-
cessful [16, 17].
However, a new design concept has arisen as a potential contender within the past
decade: time-encoded imaging [18, 19, 20, 21]. In classical terms, these systems can
be conceptualized as a standard detector output that is intentionally perturbed over
time. If the perturbation is controlled and well-defined, and the source is assumed
to be static, then theoretically the source image can be reconstructed. Remarkably,
this concept also stems from an outside source: the field of astronomy. In fact, the
rotating modulating collimator (RMC), used to image x-rays from distant stars, may
very well be considered to be the predecessor to the RSM system [22, 23, 24].
Time-encoded imagers, such as the RSM, may be simple in design, typically con-
taining one or a few number of standard radiation detectors and a mechanism to vary
the signal over time (such as rotating an attenuating mask around a detector or rotat-
ing a set of detectors). The design minimizes the size and cost of the overall system, as
most of the components can be acquired from commercially-available products. What
these systems simplify in form factor, they make up for in complexity in data analy-
sis. Whereas coded-apertures and scatter cameras generate two-dimensional signals,
time-encoded imagers are one-dimensional. Reconstructing two-dimensional images
from one-dimensional signals is nontrivial, requiring potentially complex algorithms
and priors that constrain the solution space to realistic distributions, while still be-
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ing robust enough to account for small perturbations that is expected in practical
application.
This challenge was understood early on in the RSM development, and so most of
the research thus far has focused on directional identification of point sources rather
than true imaging [25, 26, 27]. The initial RSM demonstrations were promising, with
alternative mask designs and analysis algorithms reducing both the system size and
directional uncertainty while maintaining a nearly full 4π FOV [28, 29]. The concept
has also been extended to neutron point sources [30]. Adapting the RSM system as a
true radiation imaging system could have significant impacts in nuclear security and
safety applications.
1.2 Problem Description
In regards to nuclear security and safety, a radiation imager must accurately locate
and characterize potential sources in numerous, often unknown, environments. Doing
so requires that the system assumes as little as possible about the environment and
the source; if too much is assumed, then the system will be constrained to a narrow
application space and may potentially misidentify, or even fail to detect, a source
if the environment deviates too much from its testing environment. To pursue this
endeavour, this study suggests that an optimal imager should have:
1. Large FOV to minimize “blind spots”.
2. High detection efficiency to minimize time to identification.
3. Large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to minimize background and other environ-
mental effects.
4. Particle discrimination and spectroscopy (i.e. high energy resolution) to best
characterize potential sources.
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5. Portability for rapid deployment and redeployment to meet dynamic mission
requirements.
The RSM system was developed as a portable, directionally-sensitive detection
system capable of discriminating and localizing neutron and gamma point sources in
a nearly full 4π FOV. However, it may be possible to generate true source images
using the same physical setup and data collection from the directional identification
experiments. This task requires more advanced analysis techniques, as the RSM
inherently generates under-determined systems of equations such that many, if not
infinite, source images are plausible. A new system must also be developed and tested,
as previous RSM prototypes were either not truly portable or not self-contained,
requiring active manual assistance to run the equipment.
1.3 Research Objectives
The main objective of this research is to further the development of portable radi-
ation imagers by integrating advanced imaging algorithms and data acquisition soft-
ware with the RSM system. Previous research regarding the RSM, including system
design and optimization, was conducted for the point source direction identification
scenario. Therefore, the individual research objectives (highlighted in Table 1.1) con-
stitute a branch in system development from the original RSM concept by developing
a more computationally-efficient RSM simulation model, developing and analyzing
advanced imaging algorithms, and designing and testing a new portable RSM sys-
tem.
Table 1.1. Research Objectives
Objective Chapters
I. Ray Tracing Simulations 3
II. Algorithm Development 4-5
III. Experimental Testing 6
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The first objective supports future mask geometry optimization studies, develop-
ing surrogate radiation transport models using ray tracing to reduce the computation
cost. The second objective explores algorithms suitable for the RSM system that en-
able imaging using the same system outputs as the directional identification platform.
The two algorithms chosen are the maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization
(ML-EM), due to its popularity among the radiation imaging community, and a
novel neural network-based approach, due to recent advancements in machine learning
techniques and general success in image-related problems. Finally, the last objective
experimentally tests the RSM system using a new design developed for imaging and
the algorithms developed in the second objective by measuring distributed gamma
sources, demonstrating the RSM as a practical, portable gamma imager for the first
time.
1.4 Assumptions & Limitations
While broadening the RSM application space towards distributed sources, this
study is limited to environments available within the laboratory setting. As such,
the effects from environmental background, shielding, and scattering may impose
additional challenges throughout the analysis. The results presented assume that
the number of detected events is large enough to maximize the SNR and reduce the
impact from these environmental effects. The validity of this assumption will largely
be dependent on expected source activities, active detection time, and surrounding
environments for practical applications.
While previous studies have verified that the RSM is capable of localizing a neu-
tron point source, this research focuses solely on gamma imaging. In order to generate
a detector response library for algorithm development, MCNP (v6.1.4 and 6.2) was
used to simulate a 137Cs point source using a monoenergetic 662 keV photon beam.
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The model would later be updated to simulate the experimental setup and 22Na source
with a monoenergetic 511 keV photon beam. The simulations used a simplified RSM
model, excluding a majority of the mechanical and electrical components outside, and
neglected any background effects. The detector responses were generated using the
full-energy peak from the simulated detector spectra, with an energy deposited pulse
height tally modeling the physical detector response. This study does not investi-
gate any incident photon energy dependence, although the attenuation and detection
probabilities are certainly gamma energy dependent.
Finally, distributed sources were modelled as a weighted collection of point sources
to improve computational efficiency. It is expected that truly distributed sources
will have slight variances in the detector responses that are not represented by this
assumption; as a proof-of-concept study, it is assumed that these variations can be
accounted for given a more specific application space. The distributions simulated
and tested were also generally localized and monotonic. That is, these results do not
test RSM imaging capabilities for radiation fields that have relatively large spatial
extent and varying activity.
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II. Theory
The fundamental component of the radiation imager is the simple radiation detec-
tor. Despite the prolific number of detectors available, detecting radiation is no trivial
task. The probability and type of interaction is highly dependent on the specific form
of radiation, the interacting particle’s energy, and the detecting medium. For exam-
ple, Figure 2.1 plots the gamma mass attenuation coefficient as a function of photon
energy for NaI(Tl), a common inorganic photon scintillating detector material, for the
three most common photon interactions: photoelectric absorption, Compton scatter-
ing, and pair production [31]. This type of detector emits light at a very specific
wavelength when the photon interacts in the detector crystal; the amount of light
produced is directly proportional to the deposited energy. This light is converted into
an electrical pulse, also proportional to the deposited photon energy, which can then
be recorded to create an energy spectrum.
Figure 2.1. Mass attenuation coefficient vs photon energy for homogeneous NaI [31].
Figure 2.2 shows an energy spectrum for a 137Cs source, a monoenergetic 662 keV
gamma emitter. The large peak centered around 662 keV is known as the full-energy
peak (FEP) or photopeak, created by the photon depositing all of its energy to the
crystal through photoelectric absorption. The plateau-region in the lower energies is
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caused by Compton scattering within the crystal, where the incident photon deposits
only part of its energy in the crystal and scatters away at a lower energy. The energy
deposited in Compton scattering follows a well-known distribution, with a maximum
possible energy deposited forming the sharp drop-off known as the Compton edge. For
a 137Cs 662 keV photon, the maximum deposited energy is approximately 477 keV,
which forms the Compton edge as shown in the energy spectrum.
Figure 2.2. Example 137Cs spectrum from a NaI(Tl) inorganic scintillating detector.
The 662 keV photon energy is below the 1022 keV pair production threshold (from
energy-mass conservation). However, even for sources such as 60Co, a common medical
and industrial source that emits 1173 and 1333 keV gammas, most of the detected
events are within the Compton regime and FEP. Other peaks may be present that are
dependent on the specific source and surrounding environment, such as a backscatter
peak caused from photons scattering back into the detector and a 32 keV barium
x-ray peak, a daughter product of the initial 137Cs beta decay.
Note that the peaks and Compton edge are not exact: the scintillation and elec-
trical conversion are stochastic processes following a normal distribution. The spread
of the distribution compared to the energy deposited is typically used to define the
detector’s energy resolution. While inorganic scintillators have reasonably good de-
tection efficiencies (i.e. large mass attenuation coefficients), they are also subject to
lower energy resolutions compared to semiconductor detectors.
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2.1 Gamma Radiation Imaging
A brief history of gamma imaging devices and current technology is discussed
in this section. It should be noted that this literature review is by no means com-
prehensive, as the number of systems that have been theorized, tested, and/or de-
ployed would merit years of dedicating research and documentation beyond the scope
of this work. Instead, this discussion is meant to serve as an introduction to the
fundamental theories that most gamma imagers have been built upon. Within the
context of this study, an imager was defined to be a system capable of reproducing
a two-dimensional source image; although there certainly exist applications where
one-dimensional, directionally-sensitive systems are applicable.
Throughout this discussion, it will be important to recall the five features of
the ideal imager previously mentioned: 1) large FOV; 2) high efficiency; 3) large
SNR; 4) particle discrimination and high energy resolution; and 5) portability. In
reality, these parameters cannot be treated independently, as improvements in one
are often obtained at the expense of others. For example, large detector volumes
improve detection efficiency and FOV but at a significant cost to portability, SNR,
and (potentially) spatial resolution. Most systems, therefore, excel in some areas
while compromising in others, and the user must consider the specific application for
which the device is to be used. For this reason, the benefits and limitations of each
system are highlighted at the end of each section.
2.1.1 Coded Apertures
Coded apertures are perhaps the most similar to optical cameras in that they
project the source image onto a 2D array of detectors, each detector acting as an
individual “pixel”. While optical cameras use lenses and mirrors to focus the light
onto the array, no such devices readily exist for x-rays and gamma rays. Instead, an
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aperture apparatus serves as a spatially modulating collimator to project the image
onto the detector array.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the fundamental concepts of coded aperture imaging. The
most basic design is the pinhole collimator, which functions almost exactly the same
as a pinhole camera, generating a mirrored image of the source onto the detector array.
This configuration requires that most of the particles be blocked by the collimator,
significantly reducing the efficiency [7]. Coded aperture masks contain many pinholes
which increase both the detection efficiency and SNR [32, 33]. However, the projection
onto the detector array is no longer a single image but a combination of projections
through each collimator. Complex algorithms must be used to reconstruct the original
source image, such as filtered back-projections or maximum likelihood estimations.
(a) Pinhole Collimator (b) Coded Aperture
Figure 2.3. Schematic of the (a) basic pinhole collimator and (b) coded aperture con-
cepts.
Coded apertures were first proposed in 1968 as a method for x-ray astronomy
[33], but the principles have since been applied to gamma imaging [7, 34, 35]. A
limited FOV is a consistent disadvantage among coded apertures; large arrays [8, 9]
or multiple coded apertures are combined to improve the FOV [10, 36]. While the
larger detector volumes also increase efficiency, systems of such scale are impractical
for applications where portability is critical. The strong dependence of mask thickness
and detector size on image reconstruction accuracy further limits scalability [11, 35].
Novel mask designs and reconstruction algorithms are being explored to help solve
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these issues, while also enabling dual-particle imaging [12, 37].
2.1.2 Scatter Cameras
Unlike coded apertures, which uses arrays of detectors to generate an encoded
image, scatter cameras, also known as Compton cameras when referring specifically to
gamma imaging, takes advantage of the well-defined kinematics governing scattering
events. Compton cameras consist of two more detector arrays working in coincidence.
Figure 2.4 illustrates a basic two-array set-up and how it works. First, a photon with
energy Eγ undergoes Compton scattering in one of the arrays, depositing some of its
energy and scattering away at some angle, θ, with a lower energy, E ′γ. This scattered
photon is then absorbed in the second array, depositing all of its energy and creating
a second signal coinciding with the scattered event from the first detector.
Figure 2.4. Schematic illustrating a Compton scatter camera.







where me is the electron rest mass and c is the speed of light. The scattered photon
energy is measured from the second detector, while the original photon energy can
be recovered through the total energy deposited in the two detectors. Thus, the
original scattering angle can be calculated. However, the reaction is isotropic about
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the original direction. Therefore, calculating θ actually yields a cone of possible
directions that the photon originated. Uncertainties in the energy deposition and
interaction location spreads the cone out into a “ring” of potential directions.
These rings can be plotted in a 2D histogram which ideally converges to the orig-
inal source image. The Compton telescope (COMPTEL) developed for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was one of the first successful appli-
cations of the Compton camera, capable of imaging gammas from 1-30 MeV [22]. As
the detectors can accept gammas from all directions, modern gamma scatter cam-
eras are capable of a nearly 4π FOV and have excellent SNR [13, 14]. Commercial
Compton cameras have been produced [15], targeting the need for accurate imagers
in monitoring and decommissioning of nuclear facilities.
Compton cameras are among the most portable imaging systems as they do not
require any collimating or attenuating material to modulate the signal. Scatter cam-
eras are also readily adapted towards neutron imaging, as the imaging itself is guided
by particle kinematics. Dual-particle imaging becomes viable by using neutron sen-
sitive detectors. This is significant as most special nuclear material are gamma and
neutron emitters; imaging both particles would significantly increase the confidence
of detection. Numerous studies are investigating various detectors and configurations
of possible dual-particle scatter cameras [16, 17, 38].
It should be noted that such systems can be rather complex, due to the precise
timing required to conduct coincidence measurements and the difficulty regarding
neutron detection in general. Scatter cameras can also suffer from relatively low
efficiencies, relying on multiple scatter events (and thus highly particle-energy depen-
dant) and position-sensitive detector arrays. Such complexity makes these devices
among the most expensive of the imaging systems.
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2.1.3 Time-Encoders
This study classifies time-encoding imagers as any system that transforms and
stores the source’s spatial information in a temporal signal. Among the earliest
adopters of time-encoding is the RMC, first conceptualized in the 1960s and later in-
tegrated onto the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI)
satellite, becoming the first instrument to image gammas from a solar flare [39, 40].
Figure 2.5 illustrates a basic RMC configuration.
Figure 2.5. Schematic illustration of a standard RMC set-up.
An RMC is typically a set of two linearly-spaced collimating grids placed in front of
a spatially-insensitive detector. Rotating the grids produces the temporal modulation
in the signal. Reconstructing the source image is equivalent to similar Fourier inverse
transforms in radio interferometry [6], with back-projection and iterative algorithms
readily available.
A number of RMCs have been developed for more terrestrial applications regarding
nuclear security [23, 24, 41]. Similar time-encoded imagers have been proposed and
tested using alternative collimating mask configurations. While some have proposed
devices that mechanically alter a coded aperture to impart a temporal modulation
[21], most recent time-encoders have focused on enlarging the FOV by using a cylin-
drical, rotating collimator, as shown in Figure 2.6 [42]. Such devices have shown
improvement in imaging point and extended sources over RMC systems, as well as
being capable of dual-particle imaging [18, 20].
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Figure 2.6. A cylindrical rotating collimator for time-encoded imaging [42].
The largest advantage of these systems, compared to the imagers previously dis-
cussed, is their relative simplicity, foregoing the complex detector arrays and instead
using simple, position insensitive detectors. The spatial reconstruction resolution is
not as constrained to detector size, as opposed to coded apertures and scatter cameras
where the angular resolution is closely related to the size and spacing of the detector
array. Instead, the angular resolution depends on the collimator design and sampling
rate, allowing separate optimization for both angular (collimator-driven) and energy
(detector-driven) resolution. Most of the systems also require relatively few counts,
improving the efficiency and decreasing the system uncertainty.
However, many of the time-encoded systems remain proof-of-concepts and recent
studies indicate a lower limit on scalability for the rotating cylindrical collimators
due to edge effects [19]. RMCs and time-modulated coded apertures also suffer from
relatively poor FOV and efficiencies. The cylindrical collimators are improvements,
although scatter cameras remain the best with near full-field imaging. More advanced
reconstruction algorithms are being studied to help improve these systems, as most
also contain artifacts in the reconstructions for the more extended source images.
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2.2 Rotating Scatter Masks
The RSM replaces the collimator of other time-encoders with an attenuating mask
of spatially-varying thickness. Similar to cylindrical rotating collimators, the mask
surrounds a single, position-insensitive detector. By completely encasing the detector,
the overall system can be reduced in size while theoretically increasing the FOV to
nearly 4π steradians.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the basic components of an RSM system. Particles passing
through the mask will be attenuated as they are scattered or absorbed before reaching
the active detector volume. Rotating the mask generates a time-encoded detector
response curve (DRC) similar to the signal from an RMC or other time-encoded
imagers. Since the time-encoding is periodic, the DRC is typically expressed as a
function of mask rotation angle over one full period.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7. Schematic illustration of the primary components for (a) an RSM system
and (b) an example DRC.
A detector response matrix (DRM) is formed from a collection of DRCs from
point sources spanning a set of possible directions. The DRM can be calculated
experimentally or, more easily, computationally through radiation transport simula-
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tions. Assuming that the point source is stationary, the direction of a point source
can be determined by comparing an experimentally measured DRC to the entire set
within the DRM, using a metric such as the reduced chi-squared or modal assurance
criterion to compare the DRCs [25, 28, 29].
Most of the RSM research thus far followed this approach, focusing exclusively on
point source direction identification rather than true imaging. Multiple studies have
been conducted that showcase the success using a single point source [25, 27], multiple
point sources with different photon energies [26], and even extending the application
to neutron point sources [30]. Imaging was explored during the initial development of
the RSM, with iterative algorithms such as ML-EM recreating extended sources with
reasonable accuracy. However, the large computational power required at the time
for these algorithms greatly limited the system’s practicality (along with the general
lack of portability of the then-current designs) [25].
The RSM shares similar limitations and difficulties in reconstructing the source
image as other time-encoded imagers. An ideal DRM would consist of a completely
orthogonal set of DRCs over all potential source directions, so that each direction
produces a completely “unique” DRC. This would minimize the uncertainty caused
from statistical noise, reducing the chance of misidentifying the source direction. Now
consider the actual system: the DRC is periodic in time, repeating after each rotation
of the mask. Therefore, sources along the same polar angle have the same periodic
DRC, just phase-shifted based on their “starting position” relative to the mask. This
correlation among polar-equivalent source directions causes a dilemma.
As a hypothetical, consider two DRCs generated from two different source direc-
tions, the first forming a sine wave and the second forming a cosine wave, both with
the same period and amplitude. Mathematically, the DRCs are orthogonal and would
normally be considered independent and unique. However, sine and cosine are phase-
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shifts of each other (by π/2 radians). Thus, the DRC of one also corresponds exactly
to the DRC of the other, just phase-shifted by a different rotational starting position.
Instead of being orthogonal, the DRCs are actually indistinguishable from each other,
forming a degenerate DRC that corresponds to two different source directions. Direct
inverse algorithms, such as inverse Fourier transforms and filtered back-projections,
would prove incapable of properly reconstructing images.
Early studies concluded that the RSM’s degenerate nature is physically and math-
ematically unavoidable [28]. Thus, research focused on reducing the degeneracy as
much as possible, resulting in geometrically-complex mask designs through rigorous
optimization procedures. Another study approached the problem by changing how
the source direction is determined from the DRC by eliminating the need to produce
a DRM altogether [29]. This method, instead, used features within the DRC to ex-
tract the source direction. By carefully controlling the mask design, these features
could be fitted to a known function relating them back to the original source direc-
tion (similar in concept to how scatter cameras calculate the photon direction). The
masks, termed Spartan RSMs, were designed such that any degeneracy resulted in
uncertainty centered about the true source direction, rather than permitting multiple
source directions to be possible.
Such a method resulted in significantly smaller mask designs, improving the sys-
tem’s detection efficiency and portability. However, the Spartan designs were only
suitable for a single point source. The analysis method would become invalid for
multiple point sources emitting the same photon energies, as the features could not
be accurately extracted from the DRC. Thus, in order to conduct imaging, this study
referred back to the original optimization study [28], using the RSM designs that
minimized degeneracies to theoretically maximize the imaging performance. How-
ever, this required new imaging algorithms to be developed as creating a database of
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all potential source distributions is impractical and limited.
2.3 Imaging Algorithms
In an RSM reconstruction, each pixel is defined as an independent source of par-
ticles. The total response, then, can be modeled as a linear combination of DRCs.
Reconstructing the source image from a measured DRC is a matter of solving the
Pλ = y inverse problem, where y is the measured DRC, λ is the image in vector-form
to be reconstructed, and P is the system response defined by the DRM. Specifically
pi,j is the probability that a particle emitted from pixel j, with mean activity λj, is
measured at mask rotational angle i.
The solution is not as trivial as setting λ = P−1y, as P can be ill-conditioned
or even under-determined (although this can be a solution, it may not be the only
solution). A solution is unique if and only if P has full column rank.
Now consider a DRC generated from n samples; the DRC has a total of n corre-
sponding pixel directions, separated by a phase-shift in the rotational angle in 360°/n
increments. For a single polar angle, there are n equations with n unknowns, allowing
the inverse to be solved directly. If there are m different polar directions to be solved,
each with n phase-shifted DRCs, then the system increases to m∗n equations for the
same n-dimensional DRC. The system is under-determined, with n (m− 1) degrees
of freedom. Since a solution must exist (the DRC was measured from some image),
but P cannot have full column rank [28], the system is indeterminate with an infinite
number of solutions.
Therefore, additional constraints are required to solve the system of equations
and reconstruct the original source image. Using λ = P+y, where P+ is the Moore-
Penrose inverse of P, yields a least squares solution. However, this may not be the
most “realistic” solution as such reconstructions tend to be noisy, whereas reality
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dictates that most (artificial) sources are localized and relatively uniform.
2.3.1 Maximum-Likelihood Expectation-Maximization
First developed in 1976, ML-EM is an iterative algorithm that finds maximum
likelihood estimates from observations that can be viewed as incomplete data of the
overall system [43]. In other words, ML-EM finds the solution that maximizes P (y|λ):
the probability of observing y given the estimated solution parameters (reconstruc-
tion) and a known probability distribution that the events are observed.
Deriving the ML-EM algorithm for the RSM system follows the original outline
presented by Shepp and Vardi for radiation emissions [44]. The resulting equation
(derived in Section 4.A) is a compact form that is remarkably similar to those used











where the m superscript denotes the iteration index.
Since this algorithm is effectively equivalent to the one derived by Shepp and Vardi
[44], it maintains the same characteristics that:
• The log likelihood is concave, guaranteeing that the maximization step does
indeed solve for a local maximum.
• The log likelihood strictly increases after each iteration and will, therefore,
always converge to a solution.









However, it is important to note that ML-EM does not guarantee a solution for the
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global maximum and is only guaranteed to converge to one of potentially many local
maxima.
Equation 2.2 assumes nothing about the actual shape of the reconstructed image.
Many studies have been conducted on implementing Bayesian priors that constrain
the algorithm to specific classes of images, often implementing smoothing functions
that limit the solution to a localized distribution [45]. These methods introduce the










where V (λj) describes some potential function that compares each pixel to its local
surroundings.
The Median Root Prior (MRP) is a method that uses a Gaussian potential function




where Mj is the median of the pixel values in a neighborhood surrounding λj and β
is a weighting term ranging from zero to one. The advantage of comparing a pixel to
the median, rather than a value such as the average, is that this solution preserves
sharp edges rather than oversmoothing the image. Previous studies have shown that
using MRP in conjunction with ML-EM constrains the solutions to locally monotonic
sources: ideal for realistic radioactive source distributions [46, 47].













The amount of detail recoverable in the image is governed by the neighborhood size
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used to calculate the median. Any feature size smaller than this neighborhood is
treated as noise and consequently penalized.
2.3.2 Neural Networks
Other priors may be integrated into ML-EM to improve performance, but quan-
tifying what is “realistic” or “man-made” is often difficult to put in mathematical
form. Artificial neural networks have risen almost precisely for this scenario through
the application of what is known as the universal approximation theorem.
This theorem states that multi-layer feed-forward networks, such as convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), with locally-bounded piecewise continuous activation func-
tions can approximate any continuous function to any degree of accuracy, as long as
the activation function is not a polynomial [48]. This means that an artificial neu-
ral network can be trained to approximate the distribution pertaining to “realistic”
sources without knowing the form of that distribution explicitly (the approximation
is instead dictated by the given training data). A well-designed neural network inte-
grates this into a single network that both learns the distribution and how to process
the data.
Of course, one criticism of this method is that the distribution is hidden within
the network, earning the oft-quoted “black box” label. Another limitation, which is
important to note, is that while the universal theorem states that these networks can
approximate any continuous function, developing the appropriate network that can
do so is not guaranteed. As the task becomes more complex, requiring more complex
architectures, the networks become extremely sensitive to hyper-parameters within
the model and can become unstable or subject to over-fitting to the training data
rather than approaching a generalized solution.
Despite these criticisms and limitations, many applications have already made use
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of artificial neural networks. They have been applied to gamma and neutron spec-
troscopy [49, 50], and recent studies have successfully integrated them into coded-
aperture systems [51, 52]. This work chose to study CNNs due to their rising popu-
larity as the state-of-the-art for image deconvolution and generation [53, 54].
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III. Monte-Carlo Radiation Transport Simulations
Designing, manufacturing, and experimentally testing each RSM design iteration
with every source distribution is impractical. This method is prohibitively inefficient,
particularly for neural network training, which would require thousands of experi-
mental measurements with source distributions that are difficult to create. Instead,
the system was modeled using the Monte-Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) radiation trans-
port code developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [55]. Using the
code significantly reduced the time to generate the full DRM and allowed multiple
designs to be tested in quick succession. Simulating the transport also removed any
systematic errors that may be present in the laboratory environment (e.g. scattering,
background, and electronic noise) so that the DRM could be generated with high
precision and low uncertainty. This method also neglects any source positioning un-
certainties during the experimental measurements of the actual source distributions.
As the name implies, MCNP is a Monte-Carlo (i.e. stochastic) code that simulates
the probabilistic nature of radiation interaction with material. The lifetime of a single
source particle is recorded in a history by sampling various probability distribution
functions (PDFs) that govern the initial source trajectory, interaction path length
and type, and products following interaction. Some PDFs, such as the initial source
distributions and trajectories, are defined by the user. Most interaction PDFs are
defined from a cross-sectional library, using the material compositions provided by
the user. Following the law of large numbers, the code tracks many source particle
histories to form expected distributions of the system’s behavior.
In the initial ML-EM imaging algorithm development, MCNP v6.1.4 (an unre-
leased beta version containing vital bug fixes) was used to model the radiation trans-
port and detection [56]. However, LANL released an updated version, MCNP v6.2,
during this time [55]. To maintain consistency and comparable data for the same
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RSM design, the CNN study used the DRMs from MCNP v6.1.4 used in the pre-
vious ML-EM study. MCNP v6.2 was used in the later experimental work, as new
simulations were already required due to a newer mask design (a scaled version of
the “Mace” used in the ML-EM and neutral network development work) as well as a
different detector crystal (LaBr3 vs NaI) used for the experiments.
3.1 System Modeling
To improve computational efficiency, a simplified RSM model was used in the
MCNP simulations (Figure 3.1a). A majority of the electrical and mechanical com-
ponents required to rotate the mask were excluded in the simulation model, including
the detector’s integrated PMT. As shown in Figure 3.1b, the physical system was de-
signed so that these components were within the RSM’s “blind spot”, a region where
no mask material exists to modulate the signal. Excluding them from the model
does not impact the results for FEP-based DRCs as they are outside the system’s
FOV. The masks were designed with a blind spot for this exact purpose, without
significantly reducing the system’s FOV.
The mask was modeled using homogeneous poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA),
with 1.18 g/cc density. This composition was assumed to be approximately equal
to the material used during the 3D manufacturing process (VeroClearTM), as stated
by the manufacturer, with the exact feed material composition being proprietary.
This assumption would not impact the algorithm development; experimental mea-
surements have demonstrated this approximation is acceptable [26, 27]. Due to the
complex mask geometry, an unstructured mesh was used to create the mask geometry
within MCNP (which necessitated using v6.1.4 and above).
For the algorithm development, the detector was modeled with a homogeneous
mixture of NaI (the Tl in actual detectors is introduced as a low-level dopant and
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1. Comparison of (a) the RSM MCNP model and (b) the actual RSM system.
For the MCNP model, only the PMMA mask (green), aluminum shells (yellow), and
detector crystal (blue) were modeled.
does not measurably impact the crystal’s cross-section), with 3.667 g/cc density. The
actual shape of the detector crystal, a 3” × 3” right-circular cylinder, was used in the
model. This was later changed to a 10 mm × 10 mm × 50.8 mm rectangular LaBr3
detector (another inorganic scintillator) for the experimental measurements, and is
the detector shown in Figure 3.1a.
Two aluminum shells were included to account for the rotating and stationary
sleeves housing the detector. While these tubes would decrease the number of counts
detected in the FEP, their rotational-symmetry means that they do not significantly
affect the actual shape of the DRC and could have been excluded (a few mm of
aluminum is relatively negligible at the photon energies being measured). However,
they were included because they provided realism to the simulation without signifi-
cantly increasing the computation time. For the same reason, a standard atmospheric
composition was used as the surrounding medium.
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3.2 Source Modeling
The DRM was generated using FEP events; only particles with a direct line-of-
sight to the detector could contribute to the DRM. Otherwise, the particle would have
to be scattered first before it can be absorbed by the detector. Every scattering event
(assuming negligible coherent scattering) after the photon is emitted subsequently
reduces the photon’s energy and would therefore produce a signal in a lower energy
channel than the FEP. This is another justification of excluding the mechanical and
electrical components, as any directional dependence from these components would
be counted outside the FEP region.
Additionally, constraining to the FEP-only events allows the computational ef-
ficiency to be further improved by using a geometric variance reduction technique
restricting the initial source trajectories. Emissions from decay of radioactive mate-
rials are isotropic, with equal probability of being emitted in any direction. Using an
isotropic emission in the simulation is inherently inefficient, as most of the particles
would never interact with the detector at all, and only particles with a direct line-
of-sight could contribute to the FEP counts. Therefore, for the MCNP simulations,
the initial source directions were sampled uniformly in a cone that just covered the
extent of the detector.
MCNP does not simulate the scintillation process and electrical conversion that
occurs in physical systems. Instead, the detector response was modeled using a pulse-
height tally. This tally records the total energy deposited in the active detector volume
from an event and bins it into an energy histogram. Using this tally to simulate
the detector response assumes that the signal is deposited locally (i.e. no secondary
particles escape and all scintillation light is collected) and that the detector signal
is proportional to the energy deposited by the photon. The former is a reasonable
assumption for most commercial inorganic scintillators, and the latter was discussed
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in Chapter 2. The tally does take into account multiple scatter events, whereby a
photon can deposit its energy through multiple interactions in the crystal. As these
events occur within picoseconds of each other, which is much faster than the timing
resolution for most scintillators, a single pulse is formed equal to a pulse generated
from a single event of equivalent gamma-ray total energy deposition.
Figure 3.2 shows an energy pulse-height tally of the RSM model, using a monoen-
ergetic 662 keV photon source to simulate 137Cs. The source was located 86.36 cm
from the center of the detector and the sampling of the initial source direction was
confined to the variance reduction cone previously discussed (the specific tally shown
is for an arbitrary direction). The histogram is an approximation of the ideal energy
spectrum that would be observed from the detector, with the counts normalized to
the total number of simulated particles.
Figure 3.2. MCNP pulse-height tally of the simulated RSM system for a monoenergetic
662 keV source with a homogeneous 3” NaI detector.
The uncertainty from MCNP is given by the square root of the number of counts
for each, as dictated by Poisson statistics. For the model, 500,000 source particles
was found to reduce the relative uncertainty in the FEP bin to a maximum 2% over
all simulated directions. It should be noted that the figure is not representative of
the true spectrum one would observe in an actual RSM measurement, as not only
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does this model exclude photons that scatter into the detector but it also neglects the
stochastic nature of the scintillation and electrical conversion that result in broadening
of the observed features. However, this model is sufficient for this study as long as
the analysis is constrained to the FEP.
3.3 Ray Tracing Radiation Transport
The Mace RSM design was derived from an optimization study using full-scale,
20 cm masks with the intent that they would function as purely directional detection
systems. As the algorithms for imaging are much different than those for directional
detection, there is no guarantee that the results from those specific mask design
studies would apply directly to imaging as well. The masks have also since been scaled
down to be more portable, and, due to the non-linearity between pathlength and
attenuation, the same design will likely have reduced SNR at smaller sizes, potentially
further reducing the imaging capabilities.
Eventually, a more rigorous optimization study will be needed. A single design
iteration will have to generate the mask model, simulate the measured DRCs to form
the database, and feed those DRCs into the imaging algorithm to predict perfor-
mance and update the parameters for the next iteration. Hundreds, if not thousands,
of designs will likely be tested using a metaheuristic optimization algorithm, and
generating the DRCs over the entire FOV in a full Monte Carlo simulation is compu-
tationally prohibitive. Instead, if the FEP assumption is kept (such that the DRCs
are generated using FEP-only events), then a reduced-order model (ROM) can be
developed to drastically simplify and accelerate the simulations.
Ray tracing can take advantage of this FEP assumption. In this method, the
pathlength of a ray which passes through the mask and detector is calculated. If this
ray represents the path of a photon, the probability, PM , that the photon will not
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interact with the mask is given by
PM = e
−µMxM , (3.1)
where µM is the mask’s linear attenuation coefficient for the given photon energy
(equal to the mass attenuation coefficient times density) and xM is the pathlength
through the mask. The probability, PD, that the same photon will be absorbed by
the detector is equally given by
PD = C (1− e−µDxD), (3.2)
where µD and xD are again the detector’s linear attenuation coefficient and pathlength
and C is a scaling constant equal to the ratio of interactions resulting in a complete
charge collections versus all possible photon interactions. It should be noted that C
is not just the photoelectric-to-total cross section ratio as multiple interactions within
the detector can still result in the photon energy being completely deposited. This
ratio is highly dependent on detector geometry and is typically calculated using a
Monte Carlo simulation. However, the simulation only needs to model the detector
medium itself, and C only needs to be calculated once for all and can simply be
included in the ROM afterwards.
Combining these two equations yields the probability, P , that a photon passing
through the RSM will fully deposit its energy in the detection medium:
P = C e−µMxM (1− e−µDxD). (3.3)
Taking the average probability of many rays yields the estimated probability that a
photon emitted from a source is detected in the FEP, which is the same value reported
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by MCNP and can be used to generate the DRCs. This method has many advantages
over MCNP as there are significantly fewer interactions, variables, and particles (i.e.
rays) modeled, while still accounting for the varying mask and detector pathlength
as a function of the source’s polar angle.
This improvement in speed does come at the loss of information; specifically, this
method neglects any photons that scatter into the detector and does not provide
any insight on the expected spectrum below the FEP. However, any photons that do
scatter into the detector will be at lower energy than the energy at which they were
emitted (while some of them will be due to coherent scattering, this is usually negligi-
ble at the energy regimes being considered). Therefore, assuming that the background
subtraction in the experimentally measured energy spectra can sufficiently isolate the
FEP, ray tracing may be a viable alternative to MCNP that can significantly improve
computational efficiency for an optimization study.
3.3.1 Initial Ray Tracing Comparisons
Using the techniques described, a ray tracing code was developed to support future
optimization work. The code was initially evaluated with a Spartan mask design as it
was easier to test due to the simpler geometry and corresponding DRCs. Figure 3.3
shows the model used, with a simplified geometry containing only the mask’s surface
planes, the cylindrical detector, and monodirectional rays to simulate a far-field source
(the aluminum sleeves were excluded from both the ray tracing and MCNP models
in this section). The Spartan model used a 7.5 cm maximum voxel length, with each
voxel spanning 10° in both polar and azimuthal angles and ranging from 0° - 170° in
φ. The model used a 1” right circular cylindrical NaI detector.
Similar to the MCNP geometrical variance reduction, rays that did not intercept
the detector were not included as they would not contribute to the FEP. To further
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Figure 3.3. The ray tracing model for a Spartan mask. The model used a simplified
geometry using only the mask surface (light blue) and a detector (light green) to
calculate pathlength, with monodirectional rays (red) to simulate a far-field source.
improve computational efficiency, the intercepts were calculated for a subset of planes
in an ROI immediately surrounding the rays (defined as two voxel widths) and for
planes in between the ray’s origin and the detector (therefore excluding planes that
are known to not intercept or intercepts that occur after a photon would have already
passed through the detector). For the model, uM was set to 0.09975 cm
−1, while uD
was set to 0.2829 cm−1 for the NaI detector and 0.4496 cm−1 for a LaBr3 detector
tested later. These values were calculated from the total mass attenuation coefficient
at 662 keV for the respective materials and densities [31].
Pathlengths were calculated by finding the intercepts of the ray as it passed
through the mask and detector, which were then evaluated using Equation 3.3 to
generate predicted DRCs. The ray tracing model accounted for multiple intercepts
(i.e. a ray that enters and exits the mask multiple times before arriving at the de-
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tector) by first ordering the intercepts as they occurred along the ray trace and then




||xn − xn+1||, (3.4)
where N is the total number of intercepts in between the ray origin and detector,
xn is the n
th intercept coordinate vector from the origin, and || . . . || is the euclidean
distance operator. Duplicate coordinates were removed, which occurs when a ray
intercepts the edge or corners of two or more adjacent planes. In the unlikely event
that a ray was parallel to a plane and passed through it (i.e. it runs precisely along
a voxel edge), the initial intercept, xn, was set to midpoint of the ray through the
plane, as it represents the average distance a photon would intercept the mask given
small perturbations. It should be noted that a small 1e-6° offset was included in all
rays to prevent this type of intercept from occurring (without significantly altering
the DRC), and increasing the number of rays simulated similarly minimized any risks
from this approximation.
The same model was imported into MCNP v6.2, using a monoenergetic 662 keV
photon beam and recording the events within the FEP to generate the DRCs, with
enough particles simulated so that the uncertainty was less than 0.5%. Figure 3.4
compares the two methods by plotting their respective FEP DRMs. To account for
the scaling constant C in Equation 3.3, the two DRMs have been normalized by
their respective sums. The two show remarkable agreement; this is exemplified even
more in Figure 3.5, which plots the absolute and relative differences between the two
models. With a maximum relative difference of only 2.5% and an average relative
difference of just 0.35%, the ray tracing was able to match the MCNP model within
the variance expected based on the reported MCNP statistical uncertainty.
Figure 3.6 provides a closer look, plotting sample MCNP and corresponding ray
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(a) Ray Trace (b) MCNP v6.2
Figure 3.4. (a) Ray Trace DRM versus (b) MCNP v6.2 DRM for a Spartan design.
The DRMs have been normalized to the sum of counts and the uncertainty in the
MCNP model is less than 0.5%. The good agreement between the two demonstrates
the plausibility of using ray tracing as an alternative to more rigorous, computational
expensive Monte Carlo simulations.
(a) Absolute Difference (b) Relative Difference
Figure 3.5. (a) Absolute difference and (b) relative difference (in reference to MCNP)
between the ray tracing and MCNP DRMs. The largest error occurs near regions
with the largest attenuation, with a maximum 2.1% relative difference. However, the
average relative difference was only 0.35% between the models, validating ray tracing
as a viable method to simulate the system response.
tracing DRCs at three different polar angles. In all cases, it is clear that the ray tracing
was able to match the MCNP models, even capturing the non-ideal (and non-intuitive)
DRC shapes at low polar angles caused by the detector geometry [29]. At higher polar
angles, the DRCs are near-perfect matches (to within the 0.5% uncertainty in the
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MCNP models), as the ray tracing was able to replicate the depth and width of the
“valleys” to well within statistical uncertainty. Using the modal assurance criterion
as a FOM (with mean subtraction) [28, 29], the DRCs in Figure 3.6 all have excellent
97.05%, 99.87%, and 99.18% similarity, with the φ = 10° being the worst-case and
φ = 90° best case.
While the two models produced equivalent results, the two varied significantly
in computation time. The ray tracing model, on a quad-core 4.0 GHz processor
using MatLab, took less than 5 minutes to produce the DRCs, whereas the MCNP
model, using a high-performance computing system with 40 nodes at 2.2 GHz, took
approximately 1 hour to complete. While the comparison between the two is not exact
given the different processing powers, it is still clear that the ray tracing method takes
significantly less time compared to the MCNP simulations. It should also be noted
that the ray tracing results shown were calculated using 1,223 rays covering the 1”
crystal, but initial testing suggests that fewer rays may produce equivalent results,
potentially further improving the computational efficiency.
Increasing the model complexity noticeably reduced the ray tracing accuracy. Fig-
ure 3.7 compares the DRCs using ray tracing and MCNP for the experimental config-
uration shown in Figure 3.1a, with the MiniMace mask design and 10 mm × 10 mm
× 50.8 mm LaBr3 detector. Although the ray tracing simulation was able to capture
the prominent trends shown in the MCNP DRC (which has a slightly increased 2%
uncertainty compared to the previous Spartan DRCs), it did not capture the sharp
features and tended to “smooth” the DRC. However, the agreement is still remarkably
good given the increased computational efficiency, with an overall 91.98% similarity
as measured by the modal assurance criterion. One possible explanation for the dis-
crepancy is the uncertainty within the linear attenuation coefficient for LaBr3 used
in the ray tracing model, and future work can explore fine-tuning this parameter.
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(a) φ = 10° (97.05%)
(b) φ = 90° (99.87%)
(c) φ = 170° (99.18%)
Figure 3.6. Ray trace versus MCNP DRCs for three different φ directions, with simi-
larity based on the modal assurance criterion given in parentheses. The ray trace was
able to match the MCNP model extremely well, even capturing the non-ideal DRC
shapes at low polar angles. The depths and widths of the “valleys” are almost exactly
the same between the two (note that the MCNP DRCs have a 0.5% uncertainty which
cannot be seen in the plots).
Similarly, more rays could be modeled which may further improve the accuracy.
It should be noted that the MiniMace RSM is expected to be the most complex
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Figure 3.7. Example DRC comparing ray tracing to MCNP simulation (with shaded 2%
uncertainty) for the MiniMace experimental mask. The ray-tracing DRCs are notice-
ably worse representations of the response as determined by MCNP than the Spartan
comparisons, but the ray tracing was still able to capture the prominent features. Using
the modal assurance criterion, the two DRCs are 91.98% similar.
design to be tested, with simpler designs potentially having similar, if not better,
capabilities. Thus, the results in Figure 3.7 represent the most extreme scenario,
which is still relatively accurate. These results demonstrate that ray tracing is likely
a viable alternative to more costly algorithms. This could significantly reduce the
computation time required during a robust design optimization and analysis for RSM
imaging. While the design optimization is not further explored in this work, the ray




This chapter is derived from a paper accepted by Radiation Measurements, under
the title “Maximum Likelihood Reconstructions for Rotating Scatter Mask Imaging.”
The collaborating authors are Robert J. Olesen, Darren E. Holland, Erik M. Brubaker,
and James E. Bevins. While the format of the journal article was modified to match
the dissertation style, the contents of this chapter remain unaltered.
The article focuses on the ML-EM algorithm development for processing DRCs
into a radiation image. As the chapter presents the paper in its entirety, much of
the background has already been discussed in the previous chapters. For readers who
are already familiar with the RSM and ML-EM concepts, Section 4.4.3 presents the
criteria under which ML-EM will be tested while Section 4.5 discusses the results.
Additionally, a detailed discussion on the ML-EM derivation and numerical stability
of the algorithm is provided in Appendices 4.A and 4.B.
4.1 Abstract
The rotating scatter mask system is capable of determining the direction of a sin-
gle point gamma or neutron source. However, the point source approximation does
not hold for many realistic applications, requiring more detailed reconstructions with
this system. This study is the first to characterize the rotating scatter mask as a
gamma imager, or camera, through a detailed analysis of the relative error, precision,
noise, and convergence time as a measure of reconstruction performance. Simulated
137Cs sources and detector responses were generated in MCNP v6.1.4 and v6.2 with
high fidelity and low statistical uncertainty. An analysis of variance was applied to
maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization algorithms in order to determine the
most significant factors in reconstructing the image, focusing on the source’s shape,
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size, and direction relative to the detector. Parameters for a Median Root Prior
smoothing function were optimized to balance performance over a variety of source
distributions. The algorithm performed reasonably well for point sources and for
sources that spanned less than 30° in size and were located near the equatorial region
of the rotating system. In most other scenarios, the algorithm either oversmoothed
the image, resulting in blurry images, or completely failed to reconstruct the image.
Increasing the resolution improved the reconstruction quality, while increasing the
neighborhood size for the Median Root Prior reduced the image’s noise, but at a
significant cost to the computational efficiency. These results demonstrate that ro-
tating scatter mask imaging is possible and introduces a potential alternative to other
imagers. However, they also demonstrate that new techniques must be developed to
increase the system’s performance and robustness for gamma imaging applications.
4.2 Introduction
There is a continually growing interest in portable, real-time radiation imaging
systems within the nuclear safety and security fields. Radioactive sources can be found
in many peaceful applications, ranging from medical to power generation. Radioac-
tive material localization is particularly important for nuclear power facilities due to
the storage of radioactive waste and increased number of plants requiring characteri-
zation in preparation for decommissioning [57]. Accurately monitoring these facilities
maintains positive control of potential contamination and minimizes the associated
health risks for inspectors and personnel. Localization also significantly improves
nuclear security by enabling the interdiction of illicit nuclear material and providing
more precise details on the homogeneity and location of the material [58]. Sites may
also be monitored using these systems for treaty verification purposes to detect any
unwarranted changes in storage and production [59].
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Coded-aperture imaging and Compton cameras have become popular devices
among modern gamma-ray imagers [60]. However, the former is limited in its field-of-
view (FOV) and is often composed of an array of attenuating masks and scintillating
detectors, inhibiting the portability of the device [7]. Compton cameras benefit from
a full 4π FOV and being highly portable, but they have reduced efficiencies due to
their sensitivity in incident energy and cannot be used for imaging neutron sources
[61, 62]. Advanced neutron scatter cameras are currently being investigated that
address many of these problems [16, 17]. However, all these methods require high
channel counts for accurate imaging and are often complex, costly systems.
The rotating scatter mask (RSM) was developed as an inexpensive single-detector
system, capable of determining the direction for radioactive sources with a near-4π
FOV [25]. By using a single standard scintillating detector, the RSM offers improved
efficiency over Compton cameras and reduced size over coded-apertures, while signif-
icantly reducing the complexity and cost. Initial studies suggest that the RSM may
also be used to monitor gamma and dual-particle environments [30, 26].
Thus far, the research surrounding the RSM has focused on determining the direc-
tion of point sources. This work seeks to establish an image reconstruction algorithm
that evolves the RSM into an imaging device. For this study, the maximum-likelihood
expectation-maximization (ML-EM) algorithm was chosen due to its wide deployment
in the medical imaging community and coded-aperture systems [63]. The remainder
of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.3 describes a brief overview of the
RSM system. Then, the ML-EM algorithm is explained and derived for the RSM in
Section 4.4, along with the figures of merit (FOM) used to analyze algorithm per-
formance. Reconstructed images using the ML-EM algorithm and RSM response
simulations are shown and discussed in Section 4.5, while the key findings and future
recommendations are summarized in Section 4.6.
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4.3 Rotating Scatter Masks
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic indicating the primary components of an RSM sys-
tem. A mass of acrylic-like material, referred to in this work as the mask, surrounds a
single, directionally-insensitive scintillating detector. Unlike the masks used in coded
apertures, which project an image onto an array of detectors, this mask is more closely
related to Bonner spheres, attenuating the particles before they reach the detector.
However, unlike a Bonner sphere, the mask is geometrically complex so that the at-
tenuation varies based on the source direction. This mask is attached to a motor so
that it may freely rotate about the detector’s longitudinal axis; in the presence of
a static radioactive source, this rotation creates a periodic, time-modulated detector
response that can be used to characterize the source’s direction. This methodology
follows the same process as one- and two-dimensional time encoded imaging systems
[42].
Figure 4.1. Schematic showing the RSM system’s primary components [29]. An acrylic-
like mask (labelled RSM) slides over an aluminum sheath surrounding a scintillating
detector and is attached to a motor so that it may freely rotate about the detector.
The RSM’s initial computational (using both MCNP [55] and GEANT4 [64]) and
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experimental development demonstrated the ability to identify the direction of both
neutron and gamma-emitting point sources to within 10° or better [25, 29, 30, 26, 27].
These studies noted that the largest limiting factor for the direction identification
accuracy was the degenerate nature of the detector response curves (DRCs), thereby
limiting the design’s application for imaging. An optimization study on the mask
geometry was conducted to improve and minimize these degeneracies, resulting in
the “Mace” RSM design shown in Figure 4.2 [28, 29]. While optimized for directional
measurements, the Mace design should have the best imaging characteristics of the
RSMs designed so far.
Figure 4.2. Design for the Mace RSM. The complex geometry decreases the response
curves’ degeneracies, theoretically improving the imaging capability.
The Mace DRCs form the basis set for this work. These DRCs were generated us-
ing the full-energy peak from a 137Cs-simulated 662 keV point source located 86.36 cm
from the center of a 3” x 3” NaI(Tl) detector, modeled in MCNP v6.1.4. The DRCs
span from 5° - 170° in the polar angle φ (referenced from the axis of rotation) and 0°
- 360° in the azimuthal (rotational) angle θ, both in 5° increments for a total of 2,448
source directions and corresponding DRCs. Distributed sources were modeled as a
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collection of point sources so that the total detector response could be modeled as a
weighted sum of the individual DRCs.
4.4 Methodology
In imaging, the goal is to solve for the initial source direction(s) given a measured
detector response and a known detector response matrix (DRM). However, degenera-
cies in the DRCs result in an underdetermined problem such that an infinite number
of solutions (images) exist that produce the same observed detector response [28]. For
these types of problems, the goal is to produce a solution that meets a predefined set
of criteria based on expectations of the true solution. This work adopts the ML-EM
algorithm to reconstruct the image due to its prevalence in similar radiation imaging
applications.
4.4.1 Maximum-Likelihood Expectation-Maximization
First developed in 1976, ML-EM is an iterative algorithm that seeks to find max-
imum likelihood estimates from observations that can be viewed as incomplete data
of the overall system [43]. In common terms, suppose there are many solutions, λ,
to a problem that could account for an observation, y. ML-EM finds the solution
that maximizes P (y|λ): the probability of observing y given the estimated solution
parameters (reconstruction) and a known probability distribution that the events are
observed.
Deriving the ML-EM algorithm for the RSM system follows the original outline
presented by Shepp and Vardi for radiation emissions [44]. Suppose that a source
is located in pixel j (corresponding to a specific direction) with an unknown mean
emission of particles, λj. The number of detected particles measured at mask angle
θi is given by yi. Following the derivation in 4.A, the resulting equation is a compact
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where the m superscript denotes the iteration index and pij is the conditional proba-
bility that a particle emitted from pixel j is detected at the mask rotational angle θi




pij = 1, allowing the equation to be further simplified as
well as improving the numerical stability. However, it should be noted that there is
no strict restriction in requiring the conditional probabilities for the general ML-EM
algorithm.
For this study, the initial activity was set to one for each pixel (λ0j = 1 for all j).
Since this algorithm is effectively equivalent to the one derived by Shepp and Vardi
[44], it maintains the same characteristics that:
• The log likelihood is concave, guaranteeing that the maximization step does
indeed solve for a local maximum.
• The log likelihood strictly increases after each iteration and will, therefore,
always converge to a solution.









However, it is important to note that ML-EM does not guarantee a solution for the
global maximum and is only guaranteed to converge to one of potentially many local
maxima.
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4.4.2 Median Root Prior
Equation 4.1 assumes nothing about the actual shape of the reconstructed image.
Many studies have been conducted on implementing Bayesian priors that constrain
the algorithm to specific classes of images, often implementing smoothing functions
that limit the solution to a localized distribution [45]. These methods introduce the










where V (λj) describes some potential function that compares each pixel to its local
surroundings.
The Median Root Prior (MRP) is a method that uses a Gaussian potential function




where Mj is the median of the pixel values in a neighborhood surrounding λj and β
is a weighting term ranging from zero to one (this term and its relationship to the
conditional probabilities, numerical stability, and uncertainty are discussed in 4.B).
The advantage of comparing a pixel to the median, rather than a value such as the
average, is that this solution preserves sharp edges rather than oversmoothing the
image. Previous studies have shown that using MRP in conjunction with ML-EM
constrains the solutions to locally monotonic sources: ideal for realistic radioactive
source distributions [46, 47].















Note that when β = 0, the algorithm reduces to the standard ML-EM form; thus,
Equation 4.4 will be referred to as the generalized ML-EM algorithm.
The amount of detail recoverable in the image is governed by the neighborhood
size used to calculate the median. Any feature size smaller than this neighborhood
is treated as noise and subsequently penalized. For this study, the smallest possible
MRP neighborhood, an initial 3x3 area surrounding each pixel, was used so as to
extract the most amount of detail from the images. Note, the neighborhood cannot
be 2x2, or any other even-sided square, as there is no center pixel and thus would
introduce some form of directional bias to the final solution. The algorithm was
determined to have converged when the sum of the all the relative differences between
pixels of two successive iterations was less than 1%.
4.4.3 Performance Criteria
A factor screening analysis was performed using the principles from analysis of
variance (ANOVA) to determine the most significant factors associated with the per-
formance of the image reconstruction. ANOVA is a common statistical technique
developed by Ronald Fisher in the 1920’s that provides a statistical test for com-
paring two or more population means. This process is conducted by analyzing the
ratio of variances from predetermined factors and using the F-test to estimate the
probability of the measured variances, denoted by the p-value. ANOVA can also be
used to produce a model for predicting factor effects. In a linear model, where the
factors x1 and x2 are chosen to predict the measured response, y, the linear model
takes the form
y = c1x1 + c2x2 + c12x1x2, (4.5)
where c1 and c2 are the constants of proportionality for the primary factor effects
and c12 is the constant of proportionality for the first-order interaction term. The
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complete, quadratic model extends the relationship to the form





Under the null hypothesis, all constants of proportionality are equal to zero, and a
significant p-value indicates a non-zero factor effect, which can then be estimated by
comparing the factor variance to the overall group variance.
ANOVA is traditionally used to form these models and accurately predict a mea-
sured response based on known, predetermined factor values. However, in radiation
imaging (particularly for source interdiction) the details of the source are unknown
prior to the measurement. Thus, the objective of this analysis was to quantify the
general impact of factors in a manner that allows for direct comparison between
the factors and that can be applied to different image-reconstruction algorithms,
rather than generating a predictive model. The three primary factors chosen were
the source’s: 1) shape, 2) size, and 3) center polar angle. For simplicity, the azimuthal
angle was excluded as preliminary results indicated it had no impact on the image
reconstruction for a single source. Four categories of shapes, shown in Figure 4.3,
were chosen that mimic realistic source distributions:
1. Disc: Corresponding to a cross-section of a cylinder or sphere. This mimics
nuclear waste containers used in storage as well as spherical forms of special
nuclear material.
2. Ring: Corresponding to a hollow cylinder. This mimics contaminated storage
drums as well as the annular shape commonly used to store special nuclear
material.
3. Junctions (“X” shape): Used to simulate contaminated pipes or multiple fuel
rods.
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4. Square: Used to capture sharp corners that are not available in the other im-
ages. Extensions of this shape include rectangles that mimic the cross-section
of cylinders including straight pipes, fuel rods, and waste storage drums.
Figure 4.3. From left to right the four source shapes used: disc, ring, junction, and
square. In this study, the mathematical convention for spherical coordinates was used
where φ is the polar angle and θ is the azimuthal angle. The color scale indicates the
pixel’s relative activity.
The size parameter corresponds to the maximum angular extent of the source.
Three values of 0°, 30°, and 50° were chosen, whereby the maximum corresponds
roughly to a 1:1 ratio of source size to stand-off distance (i.e., a source 1 meter in
length with a center located 1 meter away would span approximately 50°). Finally,
three polar angles of φ = 30°, 90°, and 150° were chosen for the source’s center based
on previous studies indicating that the RSM is less sensitive for sources near the
poles [29]. The combination of these three factors was assumed to be robust enough
to simulate most realistic sources for the cases considered in this study.
Under ANOVA, the null hypothesis assumes that all factors affect the reconstruc-
tion equally regardless of their value. For the statistical analysis, any factor with a
p-value less than 0.10 was deemed to be statistically significant. This threshold was
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chosen to ensure that reasonably-sized effects could be accounted for without overgen-
eralizing the analysis. A full factorial model was used for the factor screening, giving
a total of 36 source images. However, the 0° size distributions included 9 replicated
point sources, so a total of 27 unique source distributions were tested. In order to
conduct the full factorial analysis, only the 24 distributed sources were included in
the model as the three point sources would bias the results (by definition, a point may
only be one size and so there is not a logical way to categorize and quantify it within
the set of distributed sources). These three point sources were analyzed separately
and compared to the general distributed source performances.
The relative error, E, between the true image, λ, and the reconstructed image,








The convergence time for each of the images was also tested using ANOVA by record-
ing the total number of iterations the algorithm took before reaching the 1% conver-
gence criterion. Finally, the ML-EM’s reconstruction precision and standard deviation
was measured in order to quantify the image noise.
The algorithm’s precision was defined as the ratio of the total activity contained
within the true source distribution of the reconstruction to the overall total recon-
structed activity. Thus, the precision value quantifies how much of the original source
the ML-EM algorithm was able to reconstruct compared to “false sources”, or phan-
toms, which the relative error alone does not indicate. Equation 4.8 provides the
mathematical formula, assuming that the source distribution is monotonic (uniform
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where λ̄ denotes the normalized, relative activity for each pixel. A perfect reconstruc-
tion would yield 100% precision.
With this definition, it is still possible that a reconstruction could have a high pre-
cision but contain a noisy image within the shape’s distribution. Therefore, the stan-
dard deviation of the reconstruction within the true distribution was also recorded.










where N is the number of pixels and the mean is assumed to be one based on an
assumption of uniform activity. An ideal reconstruction would have a low relative
error, high precision, a low standard deviation, and low convergence time. The com-
bination of these four FOM provides a sufficient set of quantifiable representations for
the reconstruction’s quality, which can then be used for comparing the performance
of future imaging algorithms.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Prior Weighting
In order to determine the optimal prior weighting, 20 β values logarithmically-
spaced between 10−5 and 1 were tested for each image. The reconstructions’ relative
errors as a function of β are plotted in Figure 4.4 for the three point sources and in
Figure 4.5 for the 24 other distributed sources (intermediate values are interpolated
for easy visualization). As expected, the algorithm’s performance varied inversely
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between the point and distributed sources. With the three points, the increasing β
caused the image to become oversmoothed due to the neighborhood size discussed
in Section 4.4.2. Conversely, increasing β generally had a positive effect for the
distributed sources by increasing the locality and smoothness of the reconstructed
image. This inverse relationship between point and distributed sources and β can be
readily seen in Figure 4.6a, which plots the average relative error for the point sources
and the average for the distributed sources on two separate lines.
Figure 4.4. Point source relative errors versus the prior weight for the three point
source images (continuous lines are interpolated between the points for easy visual-
ization). As expected, the relative error increases with increasing prior weight due to
oversmoothing.
There also appeared to be diminishing returns as β was increased. As shown in
Figure 4.6a, both the point and distributed reconstructions converged, with most of
the distributed sources reaching a steady-state relative error after β ≈ 10−3 and the
point sources reaching a maximum around β ≈ 10−2. However, Figure 4.5 shows that
whereas the relative error for the disc and square sources generally monotonically
decreased with increasing β and reached a minimum around β ≈ 10−3, the relative
error for the ring and junction sources reached a minimum about β ≈ 10−4 before
increasing again and reaching a steady-state after β ≈ 10−2.
This relationship can be easily explained by the shape of the images. For both the
disc and square sources, the images were generally smooth with no “sharp” features
within a neighborhood. Thus, they matched the Gaussian prior assumption better so
that increasing the prior weight improved the reconstruction. The ring and junction
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(a) Disc (b) Ring
(c) Junction (d) Square
Figure 4.5. Distributed source relative errors versus the prior weight for sources located
at 30° (solid), 90° (dashed), and 150° (dash-dot) polar angles. Black lines correspond to
sources with a 30° angular extent while red lines correspond to the larger 50° angular
extent.
sources contained many more sharp corners or thin edges, features that were consis-
tently smaller than the 3x3 neighborhood size used to calculate the median. There-
fore, initially increasing the prior weight improved performance by helping maintain
the locality, but increasing the weight further caused oversmoothing and decreased
the accuracy of the reconstruction.
Figure 4.6 also plots the average values for the other FOM. These plots show that
the point sources perform significantly better at low β values, as expected since the
inclusion of the MRP distorts the single pixel images to the point where the precision
drops to nearly zero at large prior weights. Remarkably, the average precision for
the distributed source reconstructions, Figure 4.6b, was relatively invariant against
β, with a consistently poor 25% average precision.
Figure 4.6c shows that increasing β generally increases the number of iterations
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(a) Relative Error (b) Precision
(c) Iterations Required (d) Standard Deviation
Figure 4.6. Average FOM for the distributed and point sources (note that the standard
deviation could only be calculated for the distributed sources). The point sources
generally perform better at low β values while the distributed sources have an optimal
performance around β = 10−4.
until convergence for both types of sources, although the number of iterations for both
sources reached a relatively steady-state around β ≈ 10−4. Finally, the overall trend in
Figure 4.6d shows that increasing β generally decreases the standard deviation within
the true source region of the reconstruction. These results suggest that β ≈ 10−4
would be a favorable value to balance performance between point and distributed
sources. In the next section, the ANOVA was conducted with reconstructions using
β = 10−4 to determine the most significant factors affecting the FOM. Section 4.5.3
summarizes the specific dependencies based on the ANOVA results.
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4.5.2 Image Reconstruction ANOVA
4.5.2.1 Accuracy
The left hand columns in Table 4.1 show the ANOVA results for the linear, full
factorial model of the relative errors for the 24 distributed source images. Under this
model, each factor was considered as well as their first-order interactions (denoted
by *). Using the predefined p < 0.10 significance level, none of the factors were shown
to have a statistically significant impact on the relative error and the null hypothesis
that all factors affect the reconstruction equally could not be rejected.
Table 4.1. Relative Error ANOVA for ML-EM with MRP
Factor
p-value (Separated by Model)
Linear Quadratic Simplified Quadratic
Shape 0.97 0.80 0.71
Size 0.44 0.13 0.067




Direction2 0.0001 < 0.0001
However, previous experiments suggest that a linear model may not fully capture
the system as the RSM was shown to perform better near the 90° polar directions and
worsen as the source moved towards either pole [29, 26]. Therefore, a quadratic model
was tested by including a second-degree polynomial term for the direction. These
results are given in the middle two columns of Table 4.1. With a 0.0001 p-value
for the squared direction term, indicating a statistically significant factor, the null
hypothesis may be rejected and the intuition that the relative error depended non-
linearly on the direction was validated. Note that neither the shape nor size can be
tested for a quadratic component as the former is categorical and the latter only has
two data points.
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The quadratic model ANOVA also shows that the interaction terms have rela-
tively large p-values, meaning they likely do not affect the relative error. These terms
may be excluded from the model to create better statistics on the remaining terms
and more precisely quantify the statistically significant factors (this can also cause
previously insignificant factors to become significant due to the increased statistics).
The resulting simplified quadratic model is given by the right hand columns of Ta-
ble 4.1. Excluding the interaction terms decreased the size first-order effect below
the 0.10 significance threshold, whereas the shape and direction’s first-order effect
remained above the threshold. Ultimately, the ANOVA results show that the relative
error depends largely on the square of the polar direction of the true source’s center,
with a minor dependence on size.
4.5.2.2 Convergence Time
The process from the previous section was repeated for the ANOVA with the
number of iterations required until convergence. The resulting simplified quadratic
model is shown in Table 4.2; again, most first-order interactions and the linear term
for direction were determined to not be statistically significant. Unlike the relative
error, it was the shape, rather than the size, that was determined to be a prominent
first-order effect with a p-value of 0.06 and every category of shape having a significant
p-value less than 0.10. Additionally, while the overall shape and size interaction term
was not deemed significant, the individual ring and size interaction had a p-value of
0.036, indicating that this particular configuration impacted the results (the other
categorical interactions did not meet the significance threshold). This subdivision is
possible as the shape is a categorical factor, allowing for each specific category to be
analyzed separately.
The ANOVA results show that the source’s size is not statistically significant with
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respect to the number of iterations. This result was initially surprising, as intuition
would suspect that larger images would take longer to converge since more pixels
should be changing through each iteration. Figure 4.7 plots the number of iterations
until convergence versus the angular extent of the 24 distributed sources. The plot
largely indicates no correlation between the two, thereby supporting the ANOVA
results. It is likely this is caused by the prior effectively blocking the reconstructions
into minimum 3x3 area chunks and suppressing the effect caused by increasing the area
of the actual source shape. However, it should be noted that the point sources required
approximately an order of magnitude fewer iterations (Figure 4.6c), suggesting a
certain threshold exists once the source reaches the size of the neighborhood used.
Figure 4.7. Number of iterations until convergence versus the angular extent of the
distributed sources. There appears to be no correlation as the range is effectively
equivalent; the number is only dependent on the source shape and direction. Note that
similar data points have been artificially spread out laterally for better visuals.
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4.5.2.3 Image Noise
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the reduced quadratic models for the reconstructions’
precision and standard deviation. Similar to the other two FOM, the noise was
determined to be highly dependent on the second-order directional component. The
size component showed a reasonably small 0.092 p-value for the size factor, just
surpassing the threshold limit and indicating some small dependence. The ANOVA
for standard deviation also indicated that shape had a significant effect, with the ring
and junction having p-values of 0.010 and 0.0053, respectively.








Using the significant factors determined by ANOVA, each model was fitted using
a least squares regression to understand the general effect for each factor. As an












where c1 and c2 are the proportionality constants to be fitted and c3 is the bias. The
terms in parentheses were automatically scaled with a range [-1,1] for each factor so
that the proportionality constant’s magnitude also represents the relative importance
of the factor. For factors where shape was determined to be significant, each shape
term was fitted to its own proportionality constant (if the equation were to be used
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to predict the relative error, the constants corresponding to the actual shape would
be used while the others would be discarded). Table 4.5 summarizes the estimated
proportionality constants for each FOM.
Table 4.5. Predictive Modeling from ANOVA
Factor
Proportionality Constant
Relative Error Precision Standard Deviation Iterations (×105)
Disc – – – –0.56
Ring – – –0.04 +0.63
Junction – – +0.04 +0.60
Square – – – –0.67
Size +0.11 –0.05 – –
Direction2 +0.84 –0.43 –0.12 –1.95
Ring*Size – – – +0.81
Bias +0.89 +0.55 +0.20 +3.02
All FOM followed the same trend for the direction: the algorithm performed best
for source directions near φ = 90° and performance degraded as the source moved
towards either pole. The magnitudes of the constants also indicate that the direction
was the most important factor for all FOM (corresponding to the ANOVA results).
For both relative error and precision, size was shown to have a small impact, with the
performance decreasing as the source size increased. The ring sources surprisingly
decreased the standard deviation (likely because the true image contained relatively
few pixels), whereas the junction increased the standard deviation (which contained
more pixels than the ring, but still not as localized as the disc or square).
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The number of iterations was shown to have the most dependency, and variance,
based on the shape of the source. Both the disc and square decreased the number
of iterations until convergence while the ring and junction increased the number of
iterations. The size of the ring also impacted the number of iterations, as smaller rings
converged faster than the larger ones. These dependencies are relatively intuitive, as
the disc and square sources match the Gaussian prior assumption better; it is more
surprising that the shape did not have as much of an impact in the other FOM that
are more related to the quality of the reconstruction.
One final discussion must be made about the relatively large bias present in all
the models in Table 4.5. The consistently large bias indicates that the algorithm per-
formed relatively poorly on average (for the precision, the bias indicates a maximum
of roughly 55% for most sources). This result is demonstrated for the relative error in
Figure 4.8, which plots the cumulative probability (x-axis) of the 24 reconstruction
relative errors (y-axis) on the right and a box plot of the same data on the left. The
probability axis is scaled so that any normal distribution about the median would
appear linear. Superimposed on the probability plot is a red line connecting the
first and third quartile and a dashed line extrapolating to the extremes. Under the
ANOVA null hypothesis, most of the data points should fall along the normal line;
therefore, this plot is a quick factor screening visualization to see if there are outliers
from the normal or any non-normal distribution to the data in general.
Figure 4.8 shows that most of the data fall close to the superimposed normal line.
While six fall outside the normal, only three may be classified as outliers (defined as
more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the first or third quartile). These
three outliers correspond to the smaller disc, square, and junction sources located
at the 90° polar direction, which is precisely in accordance with the results from
Table 4.5. The other three sources outside the normal correspond to both rings and
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Figure 4.8. Box plot (left) and normal probability plot (right) for the 24 distributed
source reconstruction errors. An interpolated solid red line connects the first and third
quartile while the dashed red line extrapolates this line. The six data points that fall
outside the normal indicate that there are statistically-significant factors affecting the
reconstructions’ performance.
the larger junction source located at 90°, again indicating that the direction was the
largest driving factor. The remaining reconstructions had a relative error ranging
from 1.5-2. Along with the other FOM showing the same pattern, these results
indicate that ML-EM with MRP readily works for the specific range of sources that
are relatively small and located along the equator, but on average performs poorly
for most reconstructions as is apparent in the plots from Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
The performance of the ML-EM reconstruction as a function of these different
parameters is highlighted in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, which show sample visual com-
parisons of the true and reconstructed source images for some of the best and worst
performances, respectively. The smaller disc and point sources were reconstructed
well with excellent agreement visually to the true source distribution. The image
of the ring demonstrates the oversmoothing caused by the MRP, for while the algo-
rithm did not fully reconstruct the image, the original ring shape was preserved and
there were very few phantoms within the image. This preservation is promising for
applications where detection and localization are more important over exact source
shapes.
However, most of the reconstructions that followed the normal curve in Figure 4.8
were most similar to the images in Figure 4.10. These images portray the larger disc
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Figure 4.9. True source images (left) and their reconstruction (right) using ML-EM
with MRP, β = 10−4. The algorithm performed reasonably well for mid-sized sources
but often oversmoothed the image, which is most noticeable in the ring reconstruction.
located at 30° and 90°, along with their reconstructions, which failed to capture any
form of the original shape and contain many phantoms. The distortion in the top
true image in Figure 4.10 is caused from projecting spherical coordinates onto a two-
dimensional grid. The poor reconstruction occurred for all distributed sources near
the poles and for the larger distributed sources at the equator.
4.5.4 Resolution Effects
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, the MRP method penalizes any features smaller than
the neighborhood used to calculate the median. Increasing the neighborhood size may
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Figure 4.10. True source image (left) and its reconstruction (right) using ML-EM
with MRP, β = 10−4, for the larger disc located near the pole (top) and equator (bot-
tom). Both reconstructions contained many phantoms and failed to capture the original
shape’s distribution.
improve performance for the more distributed sources, but a 5x5 pixel neighborhood
with 5-degree resolution is rather unrealistic for most sources and would only further
penalize distributions such as the ring, junction, and localized point sources. There-
fore, responses were created in MCNP v6.2 [55] at 1-degree resolution so that larger
neighborhoods may be used (thus allowing a simultaneous study on neighborhood
size and angular resolution).
The four distributed sources in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 (sans point sources) were
reconstructed at this higher resolution, using two different neighborhood sizes. The
small disc and ring results are shown in Figure 4.11. On the left, a 3x3 neighborhood
was used to calculate the median while the right used a 5x5 neighborhood; all other
parameters, including convergence criteria, remained the same as the previous 5-
degree resolution reconstructions.
Visually, it is clear that using higher resolution DRCs did not significantly improve
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Figure 4.11. High-resolution, small disc and ring source reconstructions using a 3x3
(left) and 5x5 (right) neighborhood. The same β = 10−4 and 1% convergence criterion
were used for the ML-EM MRP algorithm. The higher resolution did not significantly
improve the performance compared to the 5- degree resolution reconstructions, but the
larger neighborhood did improve the reconstruction for each image. However, both the
increased resolution and larger neighborhood significantly increased the computation
time.
performance as the reconstructed images contained the same artifacts as the images
generated from the lower resolution DRCs, including the phantom sources that appear
in the reconstruction. However, the 5x5 neighborhood performed better in every
scenario and reduced the noise within each image by penalizing small, noisy phantoms
that appeared with the 3x3 neighborhood. Figure 4.12 shows reconstructions for
the large disc at the equator for neighborhood sizes up to 7x7 pixels. The largest
neighborhood size significantly improved the reconstruction without distorting the
overall shape and size that occurred from oversmoothing at lower resolutions. It
should be noted that although the 7x7 neighborhood, corresponding to 7-degree spans,
is actually spatially smaller than the 3x3 neighborhood at 5-degree resolution, it
performed better in localizing the reconstruction.
Finally, Figure 4.13 shows the reconstructions for the large disc near the pole
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(a) True Image (b) 3x3
(c) 5x5 (d) 7x7
Figure 4.12. High-resolution reconstructions for the large disc source at the equator
for increasing neighborhood sizes. The largest neighborhood size significantly improved
the reconstruction quality, smoothing the image while preserving the overall size and
shape of the disc.
for various neighborhood sizes. As with the other reconstructions, the image quality
improved with larger neighborhood sizes. However, the reconstructions contained a
very prominent aberration around θ = 135°, φ = 110°. The algorithm converged
towards this aberration regardless of the specific neighborhood used. In application,
there would be no method to discern which part of the image reflects phantoms and
which are true sources, and this figure demonstrates perhaps the largest limitations
with RSM imaging using the ML-EM MRP algorithm.
The improvements gained by the higher resolution and larger neighborhood sizes
came at the cost of computational efficiency. Increasing the number of pixels by an
order of magnitude increased the number of calculations required by roughly two
orders of magnitude. The number of iterations required until convergence also in-
creased, by almost two orders of magnitude for some of the images. These effects
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(a) True Image (b) 3x3
(c) 5x5 (d) 7x7
Figure 4.13. High-resolution reconstructions for the large disc source near the pole for
increasing neighborhood sizes. Visually, the reconstruction accuracy improved slightly
with larger neighborhoods, but the aberration around θ = 135°, φ = 110° remained.
caused the algorithm to take 100 to 1,000 times longer to reconstruct on the same
computing system, requiring computation times from minutes at 5-degree resolution
to many hours at the 1-degree resolution.
For applications requiring real-time analysis, these time scales are not practical.
The increased resolution also requires longer detection times and more counts, fur-
ther limiting the practicality for these high-resolution reconstructions. This is not
to suggest that there is no scenario where such reconstructions are feasible: waste
storage facilities, nuclear power plants, and isotope production facilities provide the
optimal scenario for monitoring and characterizing the radioactivity at these higher
resolutions. These results show that high-resolution reconstructions are possible and
do not introduce any more artifacts than are present at lower resolutions. For ap-
plications limited in detection time or counts, the lower resolution reconstructions
would provide the best real-time analysis without substantial information loss.
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4.6 Conclusion
This is the first study to characterize the RSM as a gamma imager. Imaging
with the RSM system would provide a low cost, efficient, and compact alternative
to Compton cameras and coded-aperture devices. An ML-EM algorithm was derived
for the RSM system based on principles for similar radiation detection scenarios.
The MRP was implemented to improve the algorithm’s performance by biasing the
reconstructions towards more realistic source distributions.
A favorable prior weight of β = 10−4 was chosen as larger values did not show any
significant improvement in the distributed source reconstructions and only degraded
the point source reconstructions. An analysis of variance was then conducted to
determine if and how the source’s shape, size, and direction relative to the RSM
affected the reconstruction’s relative error, precision, noise, and convergence time.
It was determined that the most significant factor was the source’s direction, with
optimal performance for all FOM for sources near the equatorial region of the rotating
mask. There was also shown to be small dependencies on the source’s size for relative
error and precision as smaller sources generally improved performance, although a
strong correlation existed between the source size and neighborhood size used for the
MRP.
The source’s shape only significantly impacted the convergence time; distribu-
tions that matched the MRP assumption better generally decreased the number of
iterations required until convergence. In all cases, there was an inherently large bias
within the FOM, indicating that ML-EM performed poorly on average. Of the 24
distributed sources simulated and reconstructed, only three had relative errors of
about 50% or less and most were centered about 175%. Increasing the resolution and
neighborhood size generally improved the reconstruction quality, but at a significant
cost to computational efficiency.
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The overall poor performance reveals that further developments, either through
alternative priors within ML-EM or alternative reconstruction algorithms altogether,
are required to accurately and consistently reconstruct radioactive source images, par-
ticularly for widely distributed sources such as contaminated areas where the precise
direction of the source and its extent are unknown. However, these results, particu-
larly at high resolution, demonstrate that RSM imaging is possible and may serve as
a practical alternative to other imagers if the analysis techniques can be improved.
Alternative methods and algorithms, such as advanced machine learning techniques,
are being investigated that impose priors and constraints that bias the reconstruc-
tion towards realistic source distributions. These methods may provide benefits over
ML-EM as they do not require explicit derivations of the complex priors that govern
“realistic” images, while still maintaining high predictive capabilities.
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The detailed derivation of the ML-EM algorithm for the RSM system discussed
in Section 4.4.1 is presented. This derivation follows the outline presented by Shepp
and Vardi [44].
Suppose that a source is located in pixel j (corresponding to a specific direc-
tion relative to the detector) with an unknown mean emission of particles, λj. The
probability of detecting nj particles from that pixel is governed by Poisson statistics:







In order to account for the mask’s rotation and attenuation through the material,
the probability pij is introduced, which indicates the probability that a particle from
pixel j is detected when the mask is at rotation angle θi. Thus, the mean effective
emission for a pixel at any specific mask angle is given by
λij = λjpij, (4.12)
and the probability of detecting nij particles is







For this work, pij was further defined to be the conditional probability of the par-
ticles detected, such that response curves described the probability density function




pij = 1 for any pixel j (if a particle was detected, it must have been detected
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by the RSM at some point along its rotation) and are the normalized probabilities
calculated from the MCNP simulations. However, the normalization constant is dif-
ferent for each polar angle as more particles may be detected at some angles than
others due to the varying attenuation. This varying normalization effectively resizes
the detector response curves during the ML-EM iterations such that the final solution
must be “un-normalized” to get the true number of emitted, rather than just detected,
counts from the source.
The probabilities for each pixel are independent from one another. Therefore, the
probability of detecting n total particles over all pixels is









where the notation, L(λ), has been used to define this probability as the likelihood
of the image λ and n =
∑
i,j
nij. However, it is much more convenient to work with
the log likelihood, as it reduces the equation to a sum of independent components:
l(λ) = ln(L(λ)) =
∑
i,j
(nij ln(λij)− λij − ln(nij!)) . (4.15)
From this equation, the ML-EM algorithm proceeds in two steps:
1. Expectation step: Using an initial guess λm, where m is the iteration index,
calculate the expected number of detected counts, n′, given the actual number
of counts detected, y.
2. Maximization step: Maximize l(λ) using the expected number of counts from
the previous step in order to find λm+1.
The maximized λm+1 becomes the initial guess for the next expectation step; this is
repeated until λ has converged.
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As the pixels are independent, the expected number of counts from a Poisson
distribution given a mean effective emission λij and a detected number of counts, yi,
for the mask at angle θi reduces accordingly from Bayesian statistics to [63]













Note that the dummy index k in the denominator is equivalent to the pixel index j.










where Equation 4.12 was substituted into Equation 4.15. Setting the derivative equal








Substituting in the expected value n′ij from Equation 4.16 for nij yields the ML-EM











4.B Prior Weighting and Numerical Stability







where λj is the activity of the jth pixel, Mj is the median of a neighborhood sur-
rounding that pixel, and β is the prior weighting. The prior weight effectively changes
the width of the Gaussian, which is centered around Mj and has a variance equal to
Mj/β. For very large β, the variance approaches zero and forces the pixel to take on
the median value. Conversely, as β approaches zero, the variance approaches infinity
and the pixel is allowed to take on any value (the prior has a value of one for any
pixel and median).
By definition, there is no limit to the range for β other than requiring it to be
non-negative. However, most applications often limit the prior weight between zero
and one, a seemingly arbitrary yet reasonable decision. There are two subtleties that
justify this choice that are often not addressed; this section seeks to address any
concerns about the range of the prior.
The two justifications are grounded in physical uncertainty limitations and nu-
merical stability. In the former, the MRP is implemented in a radiation detection
scenario, an application that is governed by Poisson statistics. In Poisson processes,
the standard deviation is the square root of the counts; larger values may be permitted
due to uncontrollable noise but smaller uncertainties are not justifiably representative
of the actual uncertainty. Perhaps not coincidentally, limiting β from zero to one also
limits the standard deviation of the prior to a lower limit of the square root of the
median number of counts, which is precisely what would be expected for a Poisson
distribution.
The second justification is perhaps even more subtle but also more significant
when applied to successfully implementing ML-EM. The algorithm, including the









where many of the terms have been condensed into the variable A. It is not unreason-
able to imagine a scenario where a small, but nonzero λj exists such that λj  Mj






The positivity constraint requires that β ≤
∑
i




becomes extremely small and the next iteration’s pixel value immediately increases
to a significantly large value. Because this new value would likely be greater than
the median, the next iteration would have an extremely large denominator, signifi-
cantly shrinking the pixel’s magnitude in the next iteration and repeating the process
continuously such that convergence is not reached.
This process demonstrates the computational limitations for numerical stability
if either the prior weight or the probabilities are not conditioned properly. Using
the conditional probabilities so that
∑
i
pij = 1 simplifies the analysis by creating an
upper limit of β = 1 regardless of the specific j index being used. In conjunction with
the physical justifications, limiting β from zero to one (or near one) is not just an
arbitrary decision but rather a logical result of the physical limitations and numerical
mathematics.
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V. ReGenerative Neural Network Reconstructions
This chapter is directly derived from a paper submitted to Radiation Measure-
ments, under the title “Regenerative Neural Network for Rotating Scatter Mask Ra-
diation Imaging.” The collaborating authors are Robert J. Olesen, James B. Cole,
Darren E. Holland, Erik M. Brubaker, and James E. Bevins. While the format of
the journal article was modified to match the dissertation style, the contents of this
chapter remain unaltered.
The article focuses on designing and testing the neural network model for con-
verting simulated DRCs into a radiation image. These results are also compared to
the ML-EM results as a baseline for performance. As the chapter presents the paper
in its entirety, much of the background has already been discussed in the previous
chapters. For readers who are already familiar with the RSM and neural network
concepts, Section 5.4 provides a more detailed discussion on the specific neural net-
work architecture developed, called ReGeNN, while Section 5.5 discusses the results
and comparisons to ML-EM.
5.1 Abstract
This paper describes the design and testing of a new form of convolutional neu-
ral network, a regenerative neural network (ReGeNN), for application to rotating
scatter mask gamma imaging. The network was trained using detector responses
for realistic source distributions simulated in MCNP v6.1.4. ReGeNN was shown to
reconstruct the source images with excellent quality when trained under ideal condi-
tions. When comparing to standard maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization
algorithms, ReGeNN reduced the relative error from 145% to 33% and increased the
precision from 27% to 85% averaged over the 24 distributed sources tested. The
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network also demonstrated robust learning capabilities after successfully training on
noisy input data, with only relatively minor degradation to the source reconstruction
quality. An analysis of variance study determined that the most significant factor
affecting the reconstruction quality was the source’s shape, with ring-type source
distributions having the worst performance. The interaction between the source’s
size and direction was also discovered to have a small effect as larger sources located
near the bottom of the system’s field-of-view contained more phantoms within the
reconstruction. Reconstruction quality was lower for responses exceeding the train-
ing noise level and for source distributions not included in the training set, indicating
the importance of robust training data. The results show a significant improvement
over more conventional algorithms, suggesting that real-time gamma imaging with
the rotating scatter mask may be not only plausible, but practical for the first time.
ReGeNN may readily be adapted for similar time-encoded radiation imaging systems,
but the neural network methods described also have significant application potential
towards other imaging systems.
5.2 Introduction
Monitoring, localizing, and characterizing radioactive sources remains a priority
in applications for nuclear security and safety [4, 57, 65, 66]. Radiation imaging has
become a staple in the biomedical community, but such advances resulted from the
source’s well-defined and constrained nature in such applications [67]. For nuclear
security and safety, the composition and location of the source is not necessarily con-
strained, and interference from environmental shielding, scattering, and background
radiation further complicates the ability to monitor, localize, and/or characterize ra-
dioactive sources. Overcoming these challenges requires a device with large field of
view (FOV), high detection efficiency, and large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but these
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parameters are often in direct conflict with each other. Traditional coded-aperture
systems are often limited in FOV and efficiency [7], although recent developments
have shown some improvements through alternative detector arrangements and re-
construction algorithms [10, 51]. Compton cameras continue to have excellent SNR
and FOV, but at a higher cost to efficiency and being unable to perform dual-particle
imaging [7, 13, 14, 15]. Building on the principles from Compton cameras, novel
dual-particle scatter cameras are currently being investigated that may remedy some
of these limitations [16, 17].
This study evaluates an alternative, novel imaging approach through the ro-
tating scatter mask (RSM) system. The RSM system is one of many recently-
developed time-encoded imaging systems, which converts a source’s spatial informa-
tion into a lower-dimensional temporal signal. Such systems benefit from increased
efficiencies and reduced complexities, often containing only a single, standard detec-
tor [18, 19, 20, 21, 42]. Previous development and evaluation has demonstrated the
RSM as a directional, dual-particle detection system with relatively high detection ef-
ficiencies and nearly full 4π FOV [25, 27, 28, 29, 30]. A previous study indicated that
gamma imaging may be possible through appropriate reconstruction algorithms, with-
out requiring any changes to the physical setup or data collection [68]. However, that
study discovered that the maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization (ML-EM)
algorithm, a technique often used throughout a variety of radiation imaging systems,
failed to accurately reconstruct most source images, indicating that alternative priors
or more advanced algorithms are required to enable RSM imaging capabilities. These
results are discussed further in Section 5.4.
Artificial neural networks are prime candidates for this task, particularly convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) designed specifically for image reconstruction and
deconvolution [54]. While a CNN architecture has been proposed and successfully in-
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tegrated for a coded-aperture system [51], there is relatively little literature regarding
the appropriate design and training of a CNN for radiation imaging applications as
compared to the comprehensive list of studies for more conventional algorithms such
as ML-EM. In this paper, a novel CNN encoder-decoder architecture is proposed as
an alternative imaging algorithm for the RSM system, which can be easily modified to
fit other radiation imaging applications. The CNN architecture is described in detail,
with all hyper-parameters defined and outlined for readers to successfully reproduce
and alter the design for specific radiation imaging applications. The imaging perfor-
mance with the proposed CNN architecture is compared to the previous study using
ML-EM as a benchmark to highlight the increased image reconstruction performance.
5.3 Rotating Scatter Mask Imaging
The RSM system uses a spatially-varying attenuator, referred to as the mask,
surrounding a standard scintillating detector, as shown in Figure 5.1a. The mask
is connected to a motor so that it rotates along the detector’s longitudinal axis; in
the presence of a stationary radioactive source, this rotation generates a periodic,
time-varying detector response. A detector response curve (DRC) is generated by
recording the detected events versus rotation angle (Figure 5.1b), which ideally can
be used to reproduce the source image. This process is similar to other time-encoded
imaging systems [19, 20, 21, 42].
For this study, the mask design known as the “Mace” was chosen, in accordance
with the ML-EM study previously mentioned [68]. The Mace geometry is shown in
Figure 5.2. The DRCs were generated using the 662 keV full-energy peak from a
simulated 137Cs point source located 86.36 cm from the center of a 3” x 3” NaI(Tl)
detector, modeled in MCNP v6.1.4, with a maximum 2% relative uncertainty for any
source direction. The DRCs span from 5° – 170° in the polar angle φ (referenced from
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1. Schematic representing the RSM system’s primary components (left). An
acrylic-like mask (labelled RSM) slides over an aluminum sheath surrounding a scin-
tillating detector and is attached to a motor so that it may freely rotate about the
detector, generating a time-varying DRC (right).
the axis of rotation) and the full 0° – 360° in the azimuthal (rotational) angle θ, both
in 5° increments, for a total of 2,448 point source directions and corresponding DRCs.
Distributed sources were modeled as a collection of point sources; the total detector
response was modeled as a weighted sum of the individual point source DRCs [68].
5.4 Methodology
Collapsing the source’s spatial information into a temporal DRC forms an under-
determined system such that a single DRC can correspond to many, if not infinite,
source distributions [28]. It is required, then, to define an algorithm that narrows the
search space to those solutions that correspond to “realistic” or “expected” distri-
butions. For ML-EM, the algorithm is designed to find the solution that maximizes
the probability of observing the measured DRC [43, 44]. However, the most prob-
able detected sources through ML-EM are often dispersed or noisy, and the mask
design itself can play a critical role in biasing the results (a source is more likely to
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Figure 5.2. Design for the Mace RSM. The complex geometry theoretically improves
the imaging capability by increasing the orthogonality between DRCs.
be detected if it goes through a thinner portion). Many man-made sources are often
compact with roughly uniform activity; to account for this, many ML-EM algorithms
employ a prior, such as the median root prior (MRP), that biases the algorithm to
converge towards smoother, localized distributions [47].
For systems like coded apertures or medical devices, which have 2D inputs, this can
greatly improve reconstruction quality. For the RSM, which has a 1D input, ML-EM
with MRP only improves the reconstructions for a specific set of source distributions,
making it impractical for generalized gamma imaging [68]. Implementing a more
rigorous prior may improve performance, but quantifying what is “realistic” or “man-
made” is often difficult to put in mathematical form. Artificial neural networks have
risen almost precisely for this scenario through the application of what is known as
the universal approximation theorem.
A version of the theorem states that multi-layer feed-forwards networks, such as
CNNs, with locally-bounded piecewise continuous activation functions can approx-
imate any continuous function to any degree of accuracy, as long as the activation
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function is not a polynomial [48]. This means that an artificial neural network can
be trained to approximate the distribution pertaining to “realistic” sources without
knowing the form of that distribution explicitly (the approximation is instead dic-
tated by the given training data). A well-designed neural network integrates this
into a single network that both learns the distribution and how to process the data.
Of course, one criticism of this method is that the distribution is hidden within the
network, giving these approaches the “black box” interpretation. Another limitation,
which is important to note, is that while the universal theorem states that these net-
works can approximate any continuous function, developing the appropriate network
that can do so is not guaranteed. As the task becomes more complex, requiring more
complex architectures, the networks become extremely sensitive to hyper-parameters
within the model and can become unstable or over-fit to the training data.
Despite these criticisms and limitations, many applications have already made use
of artificial neural networks. They have successfully been integrated into gamma and
neutron spectroscopy [49, 50], and a recent study has demonstrated their potential in
radiation imaging for coded-aperture systems [51]. Of interest to this study are CNNs
due to their rising popularity as the state-of-the-art approach to image deconvolution
and generation [53, 54]. The following section describes a novel CNN architecture that
adapts the approach designed for computer vision image generation into a radiation
image reconstruction algorithm.
5.4.1 Neural Network Architecture
The CNN architecture used for RSM imaging is shown in Figure 5.3, which borrows
heavily from generative CNNs [53]. The generative CNN is designed to create generic
classes of images (such as chairs, tables, and cars) using a predefined one-dimensional
array that encodes information about the image. For radiation imaging, the source’s
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two-dimensional spatial information is only compressed into a one-dimensional DRC;
the individual values in the DRC do not serve as any specific encoding. This differ-
ence is subtle; both applications use supervised learning, but the difference between
encoding and compression plays a crucial role when creating appropriate training
data and designing the network’s architecture. To distinguish this neural network for
radiation imaging from other CNN applications, this proposed architecture will be
referred to as the regenerative neural network (ReGeNN) throughout this study.
Figure 5.3. Architecture for the ReGeNN used to convert the DRC back into the source
image. ReGeNN utilizes fully connected layers as an encoder followed by “convolutional
transpose” layers as a decoder that upsamples into the reconstructed image.
ReGeNN is composed of nine total layers, split into an “encoder-decoder” format
with the one-dimensional DRC as the input and the two-dimensional source recon-
struction as the output. The number of layers was chosen based on a previously
successful generative neural network [53], formatting the layers to match the 72-
valued DRC input and desired 72 x 34 (θ x φ) output image resolution. The numbers
shown in Figure 5.3 indicate the number of elements for each dimension in the layers.
The first five layers form the “encoder” portion, using fully-connected layers (labelled
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FC), while the other four layers use a combination of upsampling and convolution to
form the convolutional transpose layers (labelled CTr) that comprise the “decoder”
portion.
To convert from the one-dimensional encoder to the two-dimensional image, the
fifth fully connected layer transforms the previous 32 x 1 array into a 20,736 x 1 array,
which is then reshaped into a 9 x 9 x 256 array. During convolution the width refers
to number of filters used for each layer; for example, CTr1 uses 256 different filters
that produce their own 9 x 9 “image”. For upsampling, a single pixel is converted
into a 2 x 2 or 2 x 1 array, with one pixel equal to the original pixel value and zero
elsewhere. CTr1 and CTr2 use a 2 x 2 upsampling, followed by a 2 x 1 upsampling
for the remaining layers.
In order to increase the number of layers while preserving the original image’s
polar angular resolution (34 bins), the first and last columns were removed after the
CTr2 upsampling to form a 36 x 34 multichannel image, rather than the 36 x 36
multichannel image that would result from 2 x 2 upsampling. Note that cropping
occurs after the convolution and should not affect network performance (ideally, the
network would learn that those columns provide no additional information and would
weight those columns less). Future RSM designs could match resolution to layer
upscaling to provide better network designs that would eliminate the need to crop
the data. CTr3 conducts the final upsampling to form the original 72 x 34 image
resolution, while the last CTr4 layer collapses the remaining 32 filters into the final
reconstructed image. Each convolution uses a 3 x 3 filter, with the number of filters
subsequently halved after each layer (until the final output layer). A stride of one
with zero padding on the edges was used to preserve the size after each convolution.
Each hidden layer used the ReLU activation function, defined as f(z) = max (0, z),
while the final output layer used the sigmoid activation function, defined as f(z) =
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1/ (1 + ez). The decision to use the sigmoid activation function as the final layer
was driven by defining each pixel to represent the relative source activity so that the
output range was constrained to [0,1]. Training was conducted in mini-batches of
128 samples each, with batch normalization conducted after each activation function
to improve convergence [69]. It was heuristically determined that setting the mo-
mentum for the batch normalization to 0.8 was ideal for this application. Training
was conducted using the Adam optimizer (an efficient variant of stochastic gradient
descent) with the learning rate set to 0.0001, β1 = 0.5, and β2 = 0.999 [70]. Readers
knowledgeable on the Adam optimizer may note that β1 = 0.5 is lower than what is
typically recommended; the default value of 0.9 often resulted in training instability
and was lowered based on another CNN architecture design [71].
The cross-entropy was chosen for the loss function as it is sensitive to small differ-
ences between the ideal and reconstructed images, which improves the overall train-
ing rate. For an image with arbitrary pixel values, the pixels are binned into various







where λ̂j,c and λj,c are the true and reconstructed pixel values, respectively, summing
over every pixel, j, for each class, c. By design, the pixels in the true source images
for this study were either “off” or “on”, with pixel intensities of 0 or 1, respectively.
The output from the neural network represents the probability that the pixel is on
(i.e. λj,1 ≡ λj) and the probabilities must sum to one such that λj,0 + λj,1 = 1 or
λj,0 = 1− λj, where the class index has been dropped. Substituting these values into







λ̂j log(λj) + (1− λ̂j) log(1− λj)
)
, (5.2)
which was used as the loss function for ReGeNN.
The binary cross-entropy loss function proved more efficient than a more tradi-
tional mean-square error loss function. When using the mean-square error as the loss
function, the network would often converge to a monotonic image with each pixel set
to 1/2,448 (the total number of pixels), effectively averaging out the solution space
and converging to a local minimum. As the binary cross-entropy is logarithmic, small
deviations from the correct pixel value created larger loss values compared to the
mean-square error, which in turn sped up the training and improved performance.
5.4.2 Training Data
The specific source distributions are discussed in detail in the next section. In
accordance with the previous ML-EM study, five unique shapes (four distributed
and one point source) were tested. The distributed sources spanned five discrete
sizes ranging from 10° − 50° angular extent (in 10° increments) as measured from
the source’s center. At a 72 x 34 image resolution, corresponding to 5° resolution
in both the azimuthal and polar angle respectively, a total of 2,448 source directions
were possible with 51,408 unique source variations in shape, size, and direction. Of
these variations, 45,000 were included as part of the training data while the remaining
6,408 were used as a validation set to ensure that the network was not over-fitting
to the training data. The images and DRCs used to evaluate ReGeNN were not
included in the training data to prevent biasing, providing a better representation for
the generalizing capability of the network.
Training was conducted in mini-batches of 128 training images throughout each
epoch (an epoch is defined as one complete run through all the training data). The
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training images used for each mini-batch were randomly sampled from the complete
training set in each epoch to prevent biasing caused by any local clustering of sim-
ilar source distributions in the mini-batch of a particular epoch. All training was
conducted using the Keras platform, using Tensorflow as the backend [72]. It is rec-
ommended for networks of this size to use the GPU as the processing unit, with this
study finding a 10-fold decrease in run time when using a 1,280 CUDA core GPU
over a quad core 4 GHz CPU. A repository with the code used to construct, train,
and evaluate ReGeNN is available, as the network may readily be applied to similar
time-encoded techniques with minor adjustments to the input/output size and may
be used as a foundation for other imaging techniques [73].
5.4.3 Performance Criteria
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine the most significant
factors associated with ReGeNN performance and to provide a quantitative compar-
ison to the ML-EM study, which goes into further detail on ANOVA principles [68].
For the purpose of this work, it is important to note that ANOVA is a statistical test
that compares two or more population means using the probability of the measured
variances, denoted by the p-value. ANOVA can be used to generate a predictive
model of the mean; for example, the quadratic model can be defined as




2 + BIAS, (5.3)
where x1 and x2 are chosen factors to predict the mean value, y. The constants
of proportionality c1 and c2 represent the first-order effects, c12 represents the first-
order interaction effect, and c11 and c22 represent the second-order effects. Under
the null hypothesis, the mean is invariant to the factor effects, with the constants
of proportionality equal to zero. For this study, any factor with a p-value less than
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0.10 was deemed statistically significant. As with the ML-EM ANOVA study, this
threshold was chosen to account for reasonably-sized effects without over-generalizing
the results.
Figure 5.4. From left to right the four source shapes used: disc, ring, junction, and
square (examples shown use a 40° angular extent, with the center polar angle at 90°).
In this study, the mathematical convention for spherical coordinates was used where
φ is the polar angle and θ is the azimuthal angle. The color scale indicates the pixel’s
relative activity.
Three factors were chosen to test under ANOVA: the source’s 1) shape, 2) size,
and 3) center polar angle. The four shapes tested, plotted in Figure 5.4, were chosen
to mimic realistic source distributions:
1. Disc: Corresponding to a cross-section of a cylinder or sphere. This mimics
nuclear waste containers used in storage as well as spherical forms of special
nuclear material.
2. Ring: Corresponding to a hollow cylinder. This mimics contaminated storage
drums as well as the annular shape commonly used to store special nuclear
material.
3. Junctions (“X” shape): Used to simulate contaminated pipes or multiple fuel
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rods.
4. Square: Used to capture sharp corners that are not available in the other im-
ages. Extensions of this shape include rectangles that mimic the cross-section
of cylinders including straight pipes, fuel rods, and waste storage drums.
The source size was defined as the maximum angular extent referenced from the
source’s center direction, with two discrete values of 30° and 50° chosen to be included
in the ANOVA test. Finally, the source direction was defined as the source’s center
polar angle direction, with three discrete values of φ = 30°, 90°, and 150° included
in the ANOVA test. These factor levels correspond to the previous ML-EM study,
allowing for a one-to-one comparison between the two algorithms. A full factorial
model was conducted, corresponding to 24 unique source distributions. Three point
sources were included at the designated polar angles, but were not included in the
ANOVA to prevent biasing (as point sources, by definition, do not have a size).
























where E is the relative error between the true and reconstructed images, precision is
defined as the ratio between the sum of pixels (corresponding to activity) contained
within the region of interest (ROI) and the sum of pixels in the entire reconstructed
image, and σ is defined as the standard deviation within the reconstructed image ROI.
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For this study, the ROI was defined as the pixels corresponding to the original source
distribution, and µ was defined as the average value of λ̂jλj within the ROI. The
equations assume that the images have been normalized to the maximum activity,
and the true source distribution is monotonic (uniform activity). An ideal image
would have low relative error, high precision, and low standard deviation.
Astute observers may note that the convergence time has been excluded when
comparing to the ML-EM analysis. Unlike iterative algorithms such as ML-EM,
where the convergence time directly corresponds to the post-processing wait time
for predicting an image after obtaining the measurement, the training of ReGeNN is
completely pre-processed. After the network has been trained, the image reconstruc-
tion is near-instantaneous, providing real-time analysis. This is an automatic benefit
gained from using a neural network over other iterative techniques.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Neural Network Training
ReGeNN was trained over 1,000 epochs, equating to 352,000 total updates to the
network when using the mini-batch mode. The training history is plotted in Figure
5.5, along with the validation history after each epoch. These plots are used to verify
that the network is training appropriately and converging to a solution (training loss
trends towards zero) without over-fitting (validation loss trends towards zero near the
same rate as the training loss). The plot shows that both loss values are converging
towards a solution, although there appears to be instabilities within the validation
set, as indicated by the sharp spikes present in the validation loss curve.
These instabilities are likely caused by the stochastic training method, with each
spike corresponding to a small perturbation towards a local minimum. This is sup-
ported by the inset within Figure 5.5, which shows the training and validation loss
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Figure 5.5. ReGeNN training history using the 45,000 ideal DRCs as the training
set (values shown are the average loss value after each epoch). The spikes in the
validation set are a result of the stochastic method of the Adam optimizer and using
the logarithmic binary cross-entropy loss function. The first 100 epochs (inset) show
generally good agreement between the two loss curves.
for the first 100 epochs. While small jumps exist within the validation curve, the
overall trend is relatively smooth and the validation loss is approximately equal to
the training loss. The extent of the “instabilities” are also exaggerated by the plot
scaling; Figure 5.6 shows the loss history from 600 to 700 epochs, centered about the
largest spike in the validation curve. This figure shows that the spike only occurs for
one epoch before dropping back down to near-training loss values. This is indicative
of the stochastic nature of using Adam as the optimizer whereby the network momen-
tarily trains towards a local minimum based on the training data, moving away from
the global minimum that would include the validation data. Using the binary cross-
entropy also further accentuates this small perturbation as the logarithmic nature can
cause relatively small differences to have large loss values (although the loss values
shown are still relatively small such that any epoch would likely produce meaningful
results). Continuing the training moves the network back towards the global solution,
and the presence of local minima perturbations in this study does not significantly
impact the results presented.
While not used for updating the network, the accuracy throughout the training
was tracked. Here, accuracy is defined as the mean percentage of pixels that were
“classified” correctly using a 0.5 threshold (0.5 probability that the pixel is “on”). The
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Figure 5.6. Zoomed in view of the ReGeNN training history between 600 and 700
epochs, showing the largest spike in the validation loss. However, the spike occurs for
only one epoch, demonstrating the stochastic nature and verifying that the network is
not over-fitting to the training data.
accuracy history is plotted in Figure 5.7. The perturbations from the binary cross-
entropy loss history remain present in the accuracy curves, although at significantly
smaller magnitudes. As the accuracy is more representative of a qualitative visual
performance, the plot verifies that the network is training appropriately and the large
magnitude of the spikes in the loss function are primarily caused by the sensitivity of
the logarithmic binary cross-entropy function and do not indicate that the network
is significantly over-fitting.
Figure 5.7. Average accuracy values for the training and validation datasets over each
epoch. While small perturbations remain in the validation history, the magnitude is
much smaller than the equivalent binary cross-entropy loss value.
The training can also be evaluated qualitatively. Visually, the original source dis-
tributions (Figure 5.8a) and the ReGeNN reconstructions after 1,000 epochs (Figure
5.8b) show remarkable agreement. Only two images deviate significantly (visually)
from the original: the point source and large ring located at φ = 150°, with the former
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identifying a completely different point source direction and the latter generating a
secondary “phantom” ring source near the top of the image. However, the overall
excellent agreement between the two figures shows that ReGeNN converged properly
as none of these images were included in the training, demonstrating the network’s
generalizing capabilities.
5.5.2 Image Reconstruction ANOVA
The ANOVA results for the 24 distributed sources of Figure 5.8 are presented in
Table 5.1. These results show that most factors had p-values significantly larger than
the 0.10 threshold chosen, so that the null hypothesis that they have no effect on the
mean could not be rejected. However, the shape had p-values less than 0.10 for all
three FOM, while the shape and direction interaction term (denoted by *) also fell
below the significance threshold for the relative error and precision. Thus, the null
hypothesis may be rejected, and there is statistical support that these factors have
an effect in their respective FOM. It should be noted that some p-values, such as the
size term for precision and direction-squared term for σ, are close to the threshold
and may warrant further investigation in future studies regarding RSM design.




Shape < 0.0001 < 0.0001 0.08
Size 0.30 0.11 0.91
Direction 0.74 0.90 0.77
Shape*Size 0.93 0.87 0.78
Shape*Direction 0.92 0.59 0.69
Size*Direction 0.02 0.02 0.23
Direction2 0.39 0.38 0.14
To understand how these factors affected the FOM, each model was fit using a
least squares regression of just the significant factors. For example, the model for the
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(a) True Source Images (b) ReGeNN
(c) ML-EM with MRP (d) ReGeNN with Noisy Training
Figure 5.8. Comparing the (a) true source distributions with (b) ReGeNN recon-
structions shows significant improvement over (c) ML-EM with MRP, with ReGeNN
recreating the source distribution at much higher detail over all source types. (d)
Adding noise into the training data does not significantly impact the reconstructions,
with the primary effect being blurring of sharp edges. In each sub-figure, the first
column corresponds to φ = 30°, the second column to φ = 90°, and the third column to
φ = 150°source direction.
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relative error would be given by









where cShape is the shape constant of proportionality for the actual source distribu-
tion and c1 is the size and direction interaction constant. The terms in parentheses
have been mapped to the range [-1,1] for the factor levels provided. In this way, all
constants of proportionality are equally scaled and reflect the relative importance for
each factor. Under this model, the bias roughly approximates the average expected
FOM. These models are summarized in Table 5.2; for simplicity, only the significant
factors are included with “–” indicating that the factor does not impact the FOM.




Disc –0.18 +0.09 –
Ring +0.43 -0.23 +0.08
Junction – – –
Square -0.20 +0.12 –
Size – – –
Direction – – –
Shape*Size – – –
Size*Direction +0.10 –0.05 –
Direction2 – – –
Bias +0.29 +0.86 +0.20
When the categorical shapes were broken into their constituent components, the
junction shape was determined to not significantly impact any FOM. The disc and
square sources generally improved performance, lowering the relative error to as small
as 9% and increasing the precision to as much as 98%. However, the ring sources
were shown to have an inverse effect as reconstructions from those shapes had larger
relative error, lower precision, and higher standard deviation (i.e. noise) within the
ROI. It is also interesting to note that the ring reconstructions were the only ones that
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affected the standard deviation. Finally, the size/direction interaction term indicates
ReGeNN underperformed for sources with a larger size and near the southern pole of
the RSM (φ = 150°).
These results support the visual comparisons between Figures 5.8a and 5.8b. The
disc, junction, and square source distributions are generally reconstructed in high
detail and accuracy regardless of their size or direction, while the ring reconstructions
are not as uniform as the original source shape. The right column reconstructions,
corresponding to φ = 150°, also contain more phantoms (false sources or background
noise) than the other φ directions, particularly for the large disc and, to a lesser
extent, the larger square source. This is quantified in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 through the
size/direction interaction term. Through both quantitative and qualitative analysis,
it is therefore possible to conclude that only the shape and combined size/direction of
the source distribution significantly affects the reconstruction quality using ReGeNN.
5.5.3 Training for Noise
Following the success training ReGeNN under ideal conditions, the network was re-
trained using noisy DRCs to test its capabilities for more realistic applications. With
this test, 10 “noisy” DRCs were generated for every possible source distribution by
sampling each point along the DRC with a Gaussian distribution (the Gaussian was
determined to be sufficient to approximate Poisson counting statistics given the num-
ber of expected counts in realistic scenarios). Each Gaussian was generated with a 2%
relative standard deviation, using the ideal DRC as the mean value; the corresponding
source image was kept to be the same monotonic activity from before. This generated
a total of 514,080 DRCs to retrain ReGeNN, while another 51,408 noisy DRCs were
used as the validation set. All hyper-parameters previously described were kept the
same, except the number of epochs was lowered to 100 due to the larger training data
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set. This corresponded to an equivalent number of updates to the network during
training as compared to the 1000 epoch run using the smaller, ideal training dataset.
The training history using the noisy data set is plotted in Figure 5.9. Both the
training and validation sets trended towards a minimum, indicating that the network
was appropriately training towards a global solution. The validation loss curve is
relatively smooth compared to the previous training using the ideal dataset (note that
the scale in Figure 5.9 is 4x smaller than in Figure 5.5). This was in part due to using a
larger dataset for both the training and validation data, as the larger training dataset
helped the network to avoid local minima while the larger validation dataset averaged
over more images to suppress the large loss values caused by the binary cross-entropy
from just a few bad reconstructions. In fact, the first 30 epochs demonstrate the
ideal training scenario, with little variation between the training and validation loss,
indicating that the optimizer is training towards a global solution. After 30 epochs,
however, the network has become fine-tuned and small perturbations caused by the
stochastic nature of the optimizer cause it to momentarily reach a local minimum,
although the perturbations are much smaller in magnitude than previously observed.
Reconstructions with this noisy training and using the ideal DRCs as the input are
presented in Figure 5.8d.
Figure 5.9. ReGeNN training history using 514,080 noisy DRCs as the training set. Due
to the larger data set, the number of epochs was reduced to preserve the same number
of updates as the ideal training. As before, the training and validation loss values
converged towards a minimum, but the larger dataset helped reduce the magnitude of
the spikes in the validation set.
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The reconstructions again show excellent overall agreement, at a slight cost to
blurring edges and loss of finer details. This loss is most notable for the junction and
ring sources, although some features remain to distinguish them from the disc and
square source distributions, which are harder to discern from each other. This is a
relatively intuitive result as the difference between the square and disc distributions
is only a few pixels, and even a minor amount of noise is enough to complicate the
reconstruction process. Phantoms are also present, but not noticeably more than
before under the ideal training (the only major phantom source appears in the first
column, third row for one of the larger ring sources). It is interesting to note that
training ReGeNN with noisy data helped clean the reconstructions for point sources,
even if the reconstructions are not perfect “points”. In general, these results show
that ReGeNN is capable of handling noisy training data for practical applications
with minimal degradation to the reconstruction.
However, obtaining an ideal DRC is not realistic, as noise and counting statistics
dictate that there will be some fluctuations in the measured versus simulated DRCs.
To test the practical applications using ReGeNN, the network was fed noisy DRCs
using the same method to generate the noisy training data. The reconstructions are
shown in Figure 5.10 for both networks trained on ideal and noisy DRCs, respectively.
As expected, the network performed poorly when trained under ideal conditions
but given noisy inputs. When trained with noisy DRCs, the network was able to
reconstruct the source distributions reasonably well even when the input data con-
tained noise. The reconstructions in Figure 5.10b are not qualitatively different than
those in Figure 5.8d, although quantitatively, the reconstruction accuracy is degraded
slightly overall when given noisy input data.
Finally, Figure 5.11 plots the reconstructions when the input DRCs have a higher
noise level (5%) than the training data (2%). There is a significant decrease in
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(a) Ideal Training/Noisy Inputs (b) Noisy Training/Noisy Inputs
Figure 5.10. Comparing reconstructions using noisy input data to simulate typical
experimental noise. (a) ReGeNN trained with ideal DRCs performed noticeably worse
than (b) ReGeNN trained with noisy DRCs. The input data contained the same noise
variance as the noisy training data.
performance, although the point source reconstructions remain relatively unaffected.
While the general direction of the distributed sources is reconstructed properly, aside
from a few outliers, the network failed to reconstruct the size and shape of most
sources. In conjunction with the previous figures, these results suggest that while
ReGeNN can be used for practical applications where measurements will contain
some level of variance, careful consideration must be taken in designing the training
dataset. The level at which the network trains will dictate the acceptable level of
variance in the observed DRCs; future experimental work could further test this
limitation. However, these results are nonetheless promising as they are substantially
more robust than algorithms such as ML-EM, as will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.11. Reconstructions using ReGeNN when the input noise level (5%) is higher
than the training data (2%). There is a noticeably decrease in accuracy, indicating that
the measured data must have a variance equivalent to or smaller than the training data.
5.5.4 Comparison to ML-EM
The performance comparison between ReGeNN and ML-EM is readily summa-
rized in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, which plots the relative error for the distributed sources
as a box plot and a normal probability plot for the three reconstruction methods
tested. It should be noted that the ML-EM study did not include Poisson noise and
so is more directly comparable to ReGeNN trained with and using ideal DRCs as in-
puts. The probability axis is scaled such that any normal distribution would appear
linear; superimposed on the plots are solid lines connecting the first and third quar-
tiles, with dashed lines extrapolating it to the extremes. Under the null hypothesis,
the FOM would be equal with some normally-distributed noise accounting for any
variance so that most of the data would fall along the superimposed line. Thus, these
plots are used for quick factor-screening (and model-assurance) by looking at the
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shape of the data and seeing if any data points fall outside of the normal distribution.
(a) ReGeNN (b) ML-EM with MRP
Figure 5.12. Comparing the relative error for the distributed sources using ReGeNN
and ML-EM with MRP. The plots show that ReGeNN has an overall higher accuracy
and consistency than ML-EM, decreasing the average relative error from 145% to only
33%.
The ANOVA conducted already accounts for the outliers shown in the plots. What
is most significant about these figures are the mean and spread of the data; ML-EM
had an average relative error of 145% , while ReGeNN under ideal training had only
33%, lower than even the best reconstructions from ML-EM. The box plots also show
that ML-EM had a much larger spread than the reconstructions using ReGeNN. This
is a significant improvement across the full phase space tested that was not fully
anticipated. Previous measurements indicated performance near the poles may be
degraded, resulting in a more limited FOV than desired. However, ReGeNN had only
a minor dependence on the source direction (as a secondary interaction effect with
source size). Unlike ML-EM, which depended heavily on the direction-squared term,
the biggest factor in ReGeNN was the source shape.
Using noisy training data did degrade performance, as shown in Figure 5.13,
but primarily for the ring reconstructions; all other source distributions were recon-
structed better than the majority of reconstructions from ML-EM, with the main
source of error being a slight blurring of edges. Even for the ring sources, which had
the largest relative errors, the ring source’s general shape are still readily apparent in
the reconstructions. This did result in a larger mean relative error, at 65%, although it
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maintained reasonable visual quality and accurate source location and spatial extent
information.
Figure 5.13. Normal probability plot for ReGeNN trained with noisy DRCs. While
the relative error has slightly increased overall compared to ideal training datasets, it
still shows a significant improvement compared to ML-EM.
Table 5.3 summarizes the various methods over the distributed sources, giving
the average value for each FOM among the reconstructions. ReGeNN trained un-
der ideal conditions performed the best in all categories except for σ, although the
value for ML-EM is artificially low as most reconstructions failed in general, smearing
the reconstruction and thus lowering λ̂jλj. The standard deviation within the ROI
also decreased when ReGeNN was trained using noisy data, a result of the network
blurring the images and removing some finer details. It should be noted that these re-
sults suggest that σ may not be a viable FOM on its own, as ML-EM appears to have
a better FOM even though the ReGeNN reconstructions are more visually similar.
However, it is included as the term is used in various other image quality measure-
ments such as contrast-to-noise ratios, and provides a more complete quantitative
representation for the reconstructions.
Both ReGeNN models outperformed ML-EM significantly, with the ideal scenario
having better FOM and more consistency between the various source distributions.
Visually comparing the point source reconstructions shows that ReGeNN trained with
noisy DRCs performed the best at localizing the source for all three directions.
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Desired Value Lo Hi Lo
ML-EM with MRP 145% 27% 12%
ReGeNN (Ideal Training) 33% 85% 24%
ReGeNN (Noisy Training) 65% 70% 14%
5.5.5 Network Robustness
While the results thus far demonstrate that ReGeNN is capable of accurately
reproducing source images from the RSM DRCs, the network was trained using similar
source shapes and sizes. To test the network robustness, four images were chosen that
were similar to the original training source distributions but deviate significantly
enough that they are clearly visually different. The distributions chosen for this set
were multiple sources, concentric rings, a line source, and a localized Gaussian source.
These images are plotted in Figure 5.14a.
(a) True Source Images (b) ReGeNN
Figure 5.14. (a) Images used to test network robustness and (b) their corresponding
reconstructions using ReGeNN. The failure to accurately capture the original image
details demonstrates the limitations of machine learning-based algorithms and the need
to generate robust training data.
The corresponding reconstructions from ReGeNN, trained using the ideal DRCs of
the original dataset, are shown in Figure 5.14b. ReGeNN generally underperformed
for these four images, although the concentric rings and localized Gaussian maintained
their approximate size, direction, and general shape. However, the multiple points
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and line source failed completely to reconstruct an accurate image.
These results demonstrate the limitation of ReGeNN, and machine-learning based
approaches in general: the network is only as robust as the training set it is given.
It is not reasonable to expect that the algorithm should perform well for source
distributions that it was not trained on. However, this limitation is not unique to
ReGeNN; after all, the under-determined nature of the problem means that any
algorithm (including ML-EM) must make an assumption about the expected source
distribution. These images demonstrate the necessity to generate training data robust
enough for the application space that it is expected to perform in.
5.6 Conclusion
This study presented an alternative, CNN-based reconstruction algorithm, known
as ReGeNN, for RSM gamma imaging and other similar time-encoded detection sys-
tems. An RSM system using a Mace mask design was simulated in MCNP v6.1.4
to form a basis set of radiation source distributions and corresponding DRCs. The
simulated results show that the trained ReGeNN could be used for RSM imaging,
reducing the average relative error of the reconstructions to 33% and increasing the
average precision to 85% when trained under ideal scenarios. For more realistic appli-
cations, the network was also shown to successfully reconstruct source distributions
when trained with noisy data and given noisy inputs, with some minor degradation in
the images. Both models outperformed ML-EM and suggests, for the first time, that
imaging with the RSM system is not only plausible, but practical for this application.
An ANOVA study concluded that the shape and size/direction interaction terms
were the biggest factors affecting the reconstruction relative error and precision. Ring
sources generally had the worst (but still reasonable) FOM, while larger sources di-
rected near the southern pole of the RSM also slightly degraded performance. This is
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in direct contrast to the ML-EM ANOVA, which discovered a large dependence based
on the source’s direction and size, with the algorithm generally failing to reconstruct
most source distributions. Another significant advantage was that the reconstruction
was near instantaneous using ReGeNN, as nearly all the computation time was due
to training the algorithm, a pre-processing step performed before taking data. This
method could have great potential applications in nuclear security and safety where
responsive feedback is necessary. However, the results also show the importance of de-
veloping robust, comprehensive datasets for those applications, as the network failed
to accurately reconstruct DRCs that exceeded the trained noise level or distributions
that were not included in the training set.
ReGeNN is not limited to just the RSM system, as the network could readily
be adjusted for similar time-encoded systems with minimal changes to the network
architecture. The techniques and methods may also be applied to other imaging
applications, although careful consideration must be given when formatting the inputs
and changing the network layers.
The results presented are only simulations, and a more rigorous experimental
study is required to fully vet and demonstrate the RSM imaging capabilities. Future
work can explore experimental validation and expand upon methods to improve the
performance of ReGeNN in statistics-limited scenarios. Additionally, future work can
also investigate a thorough mask design optimization for imaging applications, with
ReGeNN integrated into the model as the reconstruction algorithm, to improve the
overall coupled system performance.
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VI. Experimental Imaging
Thus far, the experimental studies conducted with an RSM system were confined
to determining a point source’s direction [27, 30, 26], or finding multiple point sources
with unique gamma energies [26]. Aside from the initial RSM development [25], which
concluded that imaging could not be conducted at the time, no distributed source had
been measured, much less reconstructed into a true radiation image. In this chapter,
the ReGeNN reconstruction algorithm is tested with measured DRCs for two point
sources and a mock ring source.
6.1 Experimental Setup
As part of the experimental validation, a new RSM system was designed and
built to accommodate newer mask designs and improve the system’s portability and
modularity. The primary components, shown previously in Figure 3.1b, remain un-
changed, with a high-density plastic mask affixed to a rotating sleeve connected to
a motor. Inside the rotating aluminum sleeve is another stationary aluminum sleeve
that houses a scintillation detector. The detector, with its integrated PMT, is pow-
ered by a standalone high-voltage power supply (HVPS), and its output is fed into
a CAEN DT5790N digital acquisition (DAQ) system. Both the DAQ and the driver
that controls the motor are connected to a laptop which acts as the primary user
interface.
For this system, custom software was developed that integrated the DAQ signal
generating the measured gamma spectrum with the motor’s angular encoder. For
each event, an angular tag associated with the mask rotation, a timing tag, and
the short charge and long charge integration (for pulse shape discrimination when
necessary) were recorded. This data could then be post-processed at any angular
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or energy resolution defined by the user to generate the corresponding DRCs. The
remainder of this section describes each component and the sources used in more
detail.
6.1.1 Mask Design
For the experimental measurements, a miniature version of the Mace was printed
using the same PMMA-approximate material (VeroClearTM) modeled previously. The
maximum voxel length for this “MiniMace” was set to 7 cm to maximize attenuation
while minimizing the torque on the system’s motor. The inner diameter measured
5.65 cm to accommodate the detector, PMT, stationary aluminum detector sleeve,
and rotating aluminum sleeve that couples the mask to the motor. A 0.5 cm thick
cylindrical shell, extending along the bottom of the mask, was included to provide
mechanical stability and structural support when mounted. The support shell also al-
lowed for easy assembly and disassembly, as the mask was affixed through friction and
two set screws rather than permanently affixing it to the rotating sleeve, improving
the overall modular capability.
The mask design was constrained to span from 0° - 150° polar angles, rather than
the previous 170° maximum, to fully accommodate the mechanical and electrical
components of the actual system. The MiniMace contained 30 x 32 voxels spanning
the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, resulting in equivalent 5°- and 11.25°-
angular extents. Figure 6.1 shows a CAD model highlighting these features, as well
as the physical mask after printing.
6.1.2 LaBr3 Detector
Due to detector availability, a LaBr3(Ce) inorganic scintillator, which was small
enough to fit in the stationary aluminum sleeve, was chosen to conduct the exper-
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(a) CAD Model (b) Printed Mask
Figure 6.1. (a) CAD model for the MiniMace design and (b) the resulting 3D printed
mask. Note the two set screws on the right of the image.
iments. Table 6.1 summarizes and compares the LaBr3(Ce) crystal properties to
NaI(Tl). While the mass attenuation coefficient for LaBr3(Ce), shown in Figure 6.2,
is not substantially higher than NaI(Tl), the increased density of the LaBr3(Ce) crys-
tal means a larger macroscopic cross section and thus higher intrinsic efficiencies. In
general, LaBr3(Ce) outperforms NaI(Tl), providing better energy resolution, faster
timing, and higher efficiencies and count rates.
Table 6.1. LaBr3(Ce) versus NaI(Tl) Properties
Properties LaBr3(Ce) NaI(Tl)
Energy Resolution @ 662 keV 2.6% ∼6%
Photoelectron Yield [Relative to NaI(Tl)] 165% 100%
Primary Decay Time [ns] 16 250
Density [g/cc] 5.08 3.67
Originally, the LaBr3(Ce) crystal was believed to have been a 10 mm × 10 mm
right circular cylinder. Other than the small size reducing the overall efficiency, this
would have been ideal as it provided a relatively symmetric shape and would minimize
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Figure 6.2. Mass attenuation coefficient versus photon energy for homogeneous LaBr3.
Combined with a larger crystal density, this detector has a larger intrinsic efficiency
than standard NaI detectors.
any directional bias. The small size would also reduce the amount of interference
from photons passing through and being detected through multiple voxels (in fact, if
efficiency is of no concern, a point detector would be ideal), improving the SNR and
uniqueness of the DRCs.
However, after consulting with the manufacturer, it was revealed that the detec-
tors were a prototype design using a 10 mm × 10 mm × 50.8 mm rectangular prism
crystal. This would potentially cause directional biasing as the effective pathlength
would be dependent on the azimuthal angle of the source and the specific orientation
of the crystal. An MCNP simulation calculating the count rate versus the source’s az-
imuthal angle, plotted in Figure 6.3, shows that this biasing is minimal and within the
expected noise level of the measured DRCs. The experimental results later demon-
strate that this biasing is predominately negligible given the general uncertainty in
the measured DRCs and limitations within ReGeNN.
The extended length further complicates the DRCs, as multiple voxels along the
polar direction are now convolved into the final signal. This is somewhat alleviated
as long as the detector length is properly accounted for in the model. It was believed
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Figure 6.3. Simulated DRC (black) for the bare LaBr3(Ce) rectangular detector and
its corresponding one standard deviation uncertainty (red). While observable, the
directional bias is well within the limits of expected counting statistics and is a relatively
negligible effect.
that the overall effect of this non-ideal crystal shape would reduce the imaging effi-
cacy by decreasing the uniqueness among DRCs over the FOV (the original design
development assumed the majority of the detected particles would pass through a
single voxel) but not remove it entirely. Future work is recommended to use dif-
ferent detector crystals better suited for this purpose, but is not explored in these
experiments.
The LaBr3(Ce) detector, with PMT included, was mounted to the stationary
aluminum sleeve by attaching four foam blocks to the detector housing (Figure 6.4).
These foam blocks provided sufficient friction to hold the detector in place while
also producing a relatively uniform pressure to keep the detector centered within the
sleeve. The low density and composition of the foam do not significantly attenuate
the gammas and were excluded from the MCNP model.
6.1.3 Gamma Source
To maximize count rate and minimize collection time, a high-activity 22Na source
was used. 22Na emits 511 keV gammas as a result of positron emission followed by
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Figure 6.4. The LaBr3(Ce) detector with integrated PMT and foam supports. The
active part of the crystal is contained in the smaller aluminum housing in the lower
right hand corner of the photo.
annihilation, along with 1274 keV gammas through another decay process. Three
images were tested for this experiment: two point sources at varying azimuthal and
polar angles and one ring source with a 20° angular extent centered at φ = 90°. The
first point source was chosen to be along φ = 90°, θ = 147°, while the second source
was directed at φ = 75°, θ = 327°, ensuring that both azimuthal and polar angle
dependencies were captured.
In order to simulate a distributed ring source, a 22Na button source was placed on
a 3-axis motor system. A computer program was generated that moved the button
source in a circular pattern following the ring distribution (similar programs could
be created to create the junction sources as well as rasters to mimic the filled-in disc
and square sources). The RSM rotational period and the source’s movement were de-
synced to avoid correlation between the two movements and remove any unintentional
directional biasing (i.e. avoiding the scenario where the source was always located at
the same position along its arc for a given mask rotation angle).
For both the point and “distributed source”, the 22Na button was placed at least
2.22 m from the center of the detector. This distance ensured that the point sources
could be approximated as a far-field planar source, simplifying the required MCNP
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simulations and removing any distance dependencies.
6.2 ReGeNN Architecture and Training
A ReGeNN architecture similar to the one examined and tested in Chapter 5 was
chosen, shown in Figure 6.5. The same 5° image resolution as all previous studies was
chosen, resulting in 72 pixels along the azimuthal angle. However, to avoid arbitrary
cropping within the network, the polar angle image size was reduced to 24 pixels,
ranging from 30° - 145°. Removing polar angles below 30° is consistent with previous
studies concluding a reduction in DRC quality at these angles [28, 29]. It should be
noted that is possible to include these angles by changing the image resolution and
changing the subsequent ReGeNN layers. However, as the goal of this research was
to develop a functional, and not necessarily optimal, architecture, these modifications
were deemed acceptable within the scope of the project.
Figure 6.5. Architecture for the ReGeNN used to convert the DRC back into the
source image for DRCs from the MiniMace design. Note that the previous design was
modified to include additional layers to compensate for the expected added complexity
of using a smaller mask and non-ideal crystal shape. The layer sizes were also changed
to match the smaller FOV.
Due to the expected complications from scaling the mask down and the non-ideal
crystal shape, the depth of the network was increased. In the encoder portion, two
additional 64-node layers were added, theoretically improving the network’s capability
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to identify and distinguish key features within the DRC. On the decoder side, two
additional convolutional layers (labelled C2D-1 and C2D-2) were included to similarly
improve the image reconstruction quality during deconvolution. Additionally, the
filter sizes in the decoder were modified as a variable size based on the upscaling
of the current layer. That is, when the image resolution was upscaled, the filter
size was equivalently upscaled so that the filter was consistently scanning along the
same effective solid angle within the image throughout the network. Therefore, CTr1
used a 3x3 filter, CTr2 used a 6x6 filter, CTr3 used a 6x12 filter, and all remaining
layers used a 6x24 filter. It was believed that this modification would help with the
distributed source reconstructions by allowing the network to “see” more of the image
in the final layers, where most of the image detail would be located, providing more
information to each subsequent layer as a basis for image reconstruction.
As before, the training data was generated using MCNP v6.2 simulated DRCs
(model shown in Figure 3.1a). A monodirectional beam of 511 keV gammas was mod-
eled to simulate the far-field 22Na sources, and the distributed sources were generated
as a linear combination of point sources. However, to improve the simulated signal
accuracy to the experimental measurements, the images and corresponding DRCs
were generated at 1° resolution and later downsampled to 5°, better approximating
the distributed sources. To compensate for signal noise within the measurements,
either due to systematic uncertainties and/or counting statistics, the network was
trained by adding an additional 2% relative uncertainty to the MCNP simulations
for each of the DRC points. This addition was conducted using randomly sampled
Gaussian noise with the MCNP results as the mean. As the MCNP DRCs already
have an approximately 2% uncertainty, the final training data contained a simulated
≈3% “noise” level.
The training database consisted of the same points, rings, discs, and squares from
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those used in Chapter 5. Due to mechanical constraints of what could be simulated
in the lab, the junction sources were changed from an “X” to a “+”. The source’s
angular extents ranged from 10° - 50° (in 10° increments), and the direction of the
source’s center was constrained such that the entirety of the source was captured in
the image. In total, 27,648 unique source shapes and directions were generated.
Ten noisy DRC sets and their corresponding images were used as the training
dataset, with another set of noisy DRCs generated for the validation set, for a total of
276,480 training sets and 27,648 validation sets. The image order was randomized to
improve stability and prevent ReGeNN from biasing towards any specific distribution.
The network was optimized using the binary cross-entropy loss function and the Adam
algorithm, a more computationally-efficient version of stochastic gradient descent,
with the learning rate set to 0.0001, β1 = 0.5, and β2 = 0.999 in accordance with
Chapter 5. Training was conducted using mini-batches of 256 training sets, with
batch normalization included after every layer (momentum set to 0.8) to stabilize the
network during training and improve performance.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 ReGeNN Training History
Figure 6.6 plots the loss function for both the training data and validation data
over 100 epochs (each epoch referring to one complete run through all the training
data). Both the training and validation loss function decrease at the same rate
initially, indicating a proper training of the network. After about 15 epochs, the
training loss function continues to decrease, but the validation curve remains relatively
constant and even begins to increase as training progressed.
This trend is the fundamental sign for over-training, whereby the network begins to
simply “memorize” the training data, rather than learning the underlying connection
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Figure 6.6. ReGeNN training history using 276,480 noisy DRCs as the training set.
While the average traing loss value continually decreases, the validation started devi-
ating significantly after 20 epochs, increasing as training progresses and indicating that
the network has likely overfitted to the training data.
between input and output (i.e. local versus global solutions). However, plotting a
sample of the validation reconstructed images after 100 epochs seems to show no such
trend. These reconstructions, shown in Figure 6.7c, are remarkably accurate with a
reasonable degree of precision and resolution (visually-speaking), and are actually
better than the reconstructions after 10 epochs (Figure 6.7b) despite having a larger
average loss function.
Investigating this discrepancy further reveals that the network may have over-
training, but not necessarily to the training dataset as a whole. Rather, this version
of ReGeNN trained to prefer distributed sources over point sources. As shown in
Figure 6.8, the reconstructions of the point sources in the validation dataset failed
more often to reconstruct the point sources accurately compared to the distributed
sources. This was likely caused by a majority of the training data containing dis-
tributed sources (especially when one recognizes that discs and squares are very sim-
ilar in appearance at this resolution), with only 17,280 of the 276,480 DRCs (6.25%)
corresponding to point sources. It is still interesting to note, however, that the ma-
jority of the reconstructions after 100 epochs still appear “better” than those at 10
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(a) True Source Images (b) 10 Epochs (c) 100 Epochs
Figure 6.7. (a) Sample source distributions and their validation reconstructions after
(b) 10 and (c) 100 epochs. Counter to the training history, the later epochs seemed to
have significantly improved reconstructions, suggesting no overfitting occurred.
epochs, and so there remains some uncertainty as to what is driving the increase in
loss value within the validation set. While not explored further in this study, this
suggests that ReGeNN could be further improved through better balancing of the
training data, although the performance was already notably higher than expected
given the non-ideal circumstances surrounding the printed mask and LaBr3 detector
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shape.
(a) True Source Images (b) 10 Epochs (c) 100 Epochs
Figure 6.8. (a) Sample point sources from the validation set and their reconstructions
after (b) 10 and (c) 100 epochs. The network would often fail at reconstructing an
accurate image for points throughout training, although it still appears that the later
epochs generally had better performance, counter to what the training history would
suggest.
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6.3.2 Experimental Measurements and Images
To generate the measured FEP DRCs, background subtraction was required to
remove the Compton background from the 511 and 1274 keV gammas from the 22Na
source as well as events from environmental background radiation sources. This was
done by fitting the measured energy deposition spectrum to a linear combination of
a Gaussian FEP and a smoothed step function (a step function convoluted with a
Gaussian as defined by the FEP). As the mask rotated, an energy deposition spectrum
was formed for each angular bin; once fitted, the resulting number of counts in the
fitted Gaussian FEP was used to create the DRC.
Ideally, the Gaussian FEP would only change in magnitude between each angular
energy deposition spectra, as the mean and variance are factors determined by the
detector characteristics. The background, however, would change throughout rota-
tion, as certain RSM orientations may have more Compton scatters into the detector
over others due to the mask’s asymmetric geometry. Therefore, the Gaussian mean
and variance were estimated using the entire spectrum, over all rotational angles, in
order to provide the most counts and best statistical certainty. These values were
then set as the mean and variance in the individual angular spectra, with only the
magnitude allowed to change. An example of a measured angular spectrum and the
corresponding fits is shown in Figure 6.9, with a reduced chi-squared statistics of 2.26
between the fitted and measured spectrum. Similar agreement was seen throughout
all experimental measurements with reduced chi-squared values ranging from 0.70 to
3.75.
The measured DRCs for the two point sources and 20° ring are plotted in Fig-
ure 6.10, along with their expected, simulated DRCs from MCNP. The plots show rea-
sonably good agreement visually, indicating that the assumptions used in the MCNP
models were adequate.
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Figure 6.9. Example gamma energy deposition spectrum of a 22Na point source at
φ = 90°, θ = 327° for counts collected from θ = 0°-5° and the corresponding FEP and
background fits. The peak at around channel 3000 is the 511 keV peak, with the much
smaller 1274 keV peak at around channel 8000. This specific example had a reduced
chi-squared of 2.26, while the entire dataset ranged from 0.70 to 3.75.
Figure 6.11 shows the reconstructed images using ReGeNN after both 10 and 100
epochs. After 10 epochs, ReGeNN demonstrated remarkable performance in localizing
the source within the correct region. While the point sources are not entirely localized,
the reconstruction size is similar to previous results from Chapter 5, suggesting an
overall resolution limit (although this perhaps could be improved using more balanced
training data). However, the highest pixel activity in the point reconstructions did
not correspond with the true point direction, with both reconstructions being 5°
(one pixel) off. This resulted in rather large relative errors, 606% and 660% despite
the reconstruction being visually close and only a single pixel away from the true
direction.
The ring reconstruction is also rather smoothed, and resembles a disc more so
than a ring. However, the center corresponds precisely to the actual ring center, and
the overall size is remarkably accurate (the bulk of the source is contained within the
20° angular extent) and is prominently more distributed than the point sources. The
relative error for the ring reconstruction is much better, at just 109%. Even with just
a cursory glance, it is clear that all three images represent three different sources,
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(a) Point at (90°, 327°)
(b) Point at (75°, 147°)
(c) Ring centered at (90°, 147°)
Figure 6.10. MCNP predicted DRCs versus measured DRCs for (a-b) the two point
sources and (c) 20° ring. Coordinates for the source’s center are given as (φ, θ). In
all cases, the measured DRCs showed generally good agreement with the predicted
MCNP models.
and the results are not all dissimilar from images of commercially-available imagers
[74, 75].
The reconstructions after 100 epochs demonstrate the over-fitting issue previously
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(a) True Source Images (b) 10 Epochs (c) 100 Epochs
Figure 6.11. (a) Experimental source distributions and their reconstructions after (b)
10 and (c) 100 epochs. At 10 epochs, the reconstructions are relatively accurate. The
point source reconstructions were significantly worse after 100 epochs, but the ring
reconstruction showed some improvement. In all cases, the reconstructions showed
remarkable clarity, with practically zero noise in the image background.
discussed. Both point source reconstructions failed to even remotely reproduce the
image. This highlights the largest risks regarding ReGeNN, and any neural network-
based algorithm in general – when the network fails, it does not just fail to accurately
reproduce the image, but it may fail to reproduce an image entirely. For example,
the reconstruction of the first point source would seem to indicate the no source is
present at all, as the image appears blank. This discrepancy is partially mitigated by
the fact that having measured counts is already an indication that a source is present,
so it is unlikely that this would cause a source to go undetected by most monitoring
agencies. Rather, this showcases where such a design, or perhaps more specifically
the ReGeNN algorithm, does not perform as expected. This would require the user
would have to resort to more traditional methods to locate the source.
What is striking about these results is that the relative errors are actually smaller
at 106% and 454% compared to the values after 10 epochs, despite the fact that
Figure 6.11b agrees visually more than Figure 6.11c. This discrepancy seems to be an
issue with quantitatively comparing images when the majority of an image is empty.
Using a point source as an example, an empty reconstruction and a reconstruction
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with a single pixel anywhere that is not the true direction have the same relative
error (and the same loss value during training). However, a reconstruction that is
just one pixel off (as in Figure 6.11b) is undeniably better than a reconstruction
with a random pixel turned on, but this is not captured through the relative error or
binary cross-entropy loss value during training. This suggests that more practical loss
functions may need to be developed that are not as rigid as just the pure difference
between images, and this may explain the upward trend in the validation loss as they
have worse numerical reconstructions but significantly better visual quality.
(a) 10 Epochs (b) 100 Epochs
Figure 6.12. (a) Absolute difference between the true and reconstructed images after
(a) 10 and (b) 100 epochs. From top to bottom, the total relative difference is 606%,
660%, and 109% at 10 epochs and 106%, 454%, and 146% at 100 epochs.
The ring reconstruction after 100 epochs does not appear to have this concern, as
not only does the reconstruction similarly match the size and direction of the actual
source as it did after 10 epochs, but it actually improved in reconstructing the specific
distribution. Rather than resembling a normally distributed source (perhaps akin to
what a spherical source may look like), the image is much more similar to that of a
ring, although the relative error again increased from 109% to 146% compared to the
reconstruction at 10 epochs. These results provide further evidence that the increase
in validation loss during training was likely caused by a mixture of an imbalanced
training dataset (distributed reconstruction performed better than points) and a non-
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ideal loss function (higher loss values despite better visual quality).
Of note in all the reconstructions, regardless of the specific epoch, is the notable
background suppression within the reconstructed images. Despite failing to recon-
struct the image in some instances, the sources are entirely localized with no secondary
phantoms and extremely high contrast-to-noise ratios. These images are not just a
vast improvement over the simulated results from ML-EM [68], but are competitive
with other imaging systems [51, 52]. These results mark a significant step in RSM
development. This is the first instance where a distributed source has been measured
and accurately reconstructed using the RSM system.
6.4 Conclusion
A new RSM system was designed and tested, using a miniature Mace design
for the mask and LaBr3(Ce) as the detector to measure and image three different
22Na source distributions. For this experiment, two point sources at varying polar
and azimuthal angle were chosen as well as a 20° angular extent ring, centered on
the RSM’s equatorial plane. The ring distribution was mimicked experimentally by
moving the source in a circular pattern and collecting data over a sufficient period to
uniformly sample the ring.
With training data from MCNP simulations, a ReGeNN architecture was devel-
oped to reconstruct the measured DRCs. To account for the non-ideal detector shape
and reduction in attenuation, and thus similarly signal strength, from the smaller
mask, additional layers were included to expand the network from previous designs
and theoretically improve performance. Ten DRC sets for images comprised of points,
squares, rings, discs, and junctions, were generated for the training data, with 2%
relative uncertainty added in addition to the 2% uncertainty in the MCNP model
to account for statistical fluctuations in the experimental measurements. While the
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training history seemed to indicate that the network began overfitting after about 15
epochs, analysis of the validation data revealed that the majority of the reconstruc-
tions were still improving with further training. It is believed that the increasing loss
value in the validation data beyond 15 epochs is likely due to the network weights
being biased to distributed sources over the more localized point sources. This may be
due, in part, to an imbalanced training data set and warrants additional investigation.
After 10 epochs, ReGeNN was able to accurately reconstruct the direction for
each of the three sources as well as reasonably estimate their relative size. These
reconstructions showed remarkable clarity and high contrast-to-noise, with virtually
zero noise in the image beyond a general blurring of the image to within 5° - 10°.
After 100 epochs, the ring distribution reconstruction improved, with finer details
unique to the ring (as compared to a disc or square of equal size) becoming visually
discernible. However, the network failed to reconstruct images entirely for the two
point sources, supporting the claim that the training data is likely imbalanced.
Regardless, these results show significant improvement from previous experiments
and mark the first time the RSM system has been used to experimentally image
a source successfully with such fidelity. Future work can explore fine-tuning the
ReGeNN network to improve performance. The mask created for this experiment and
the detector used in the system were chosen based on availability from current designs
and equipment; as such, it is believed that the results could be further improved
through a more robust system design optimization. Lastly, more distributions should
be measured and tested to explore both algorithm and design limitations.
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VII. Conclusions
7.1 Summary of Findings
This research demonstrates that gamma imaging is possible with the RSM sys-
tem, providing a potential alternative to other gamma imagers that is portable and
cost-effective. As part of the study, two imaging algorithms were investigated for
comparison. The first, ML-EM, has strong foundations in various radiation imaging
methods and reconstructs the image that is most likely to be detected given a mea-
sured response. A prior was applied to further improve performance by attempting to
constrain the images to localized, monotonic distributions. While this method pro-
duced reasonably good images for a small selection of source distributions, primarily
points and smaller disc sources, ML-EM ultimately failed to capture fine details and
would generate noisy images for larger sources and sources near the edge of the RSM
FOV. The algorithm was also limited by convergence rate, limiting the practicality
for real-time analysis.
The second algorithm, termed ReGeNN, is a novel convolutional neural network-
based method taking inspiration from recent successes in image processing using ma-
chine learning. This method proved far more successful, accurately reconstructing a
majority of the source distributions simulated. Of the source distributions simulated,
ReGeNN reduced the average relative error in the reconstructions from 145% in ML-
EM to 33%, with relatively low background noise in the image. ReGeNN was also
able to be trained with noisy datasets to account for variance within experimental
measurements, with only minor degradation to the image quality.
To validate this method, a new RSM system was developed to measure a small
set of 22Na distributions. This system used a miniaturized Mace design developed in
previous studies and the algorithm development, improving the overall portability.
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During the experimental validation, a custom code was developed, integrating the
various components and providing a more self-contained, modular detection system.
Another ReGeNN architecture was developed and trained using MCNP-simulated
responses (at 2% uncertainty) with an added 2% noise level added to account for
experimental uncertainty. The image reconstructions from the experimental mea-
surements showed that ReGeNN was able to capture the source’s relative size and
direction with reasonably high fidelity. The reconstructions featured excellent back-
ground suppression within the image, with high contrast-to-noise.
7.2 Benefits & Limitations
These findings mark the first successful application of the RSM as a gamma im-
ager, with images comparable to already available devices at potentially a fraction of
the cost. The system benefits from its rather simple design, with even the most tech-
nical aspect of the RSM, the single scintillating detector, being widely commercially
available. Coupled with the additively manufactured mask, the RSM is relatively
cost-efficient and can be manufactured on-demand to meet dynamic mission require-
ments. The new system is also much more portable than previous design iterations,
although there is still extensive work to be done before a fieldable prototype can
be deployed. The ReGeNN imaging algorithm allows for real-time analysis, with
the majority of the computation time being consumed in the training prior to the
measurement.
While ReGeNN was developed for the RSM, it is by no means applicable only
to this research. The methodology can be adapted to other systems, particularly for
similar time-encoded imagers, but it also has application to the general signal pro-
cessing field. However, the experimental results demonstrates the pitfalls of neural
network-based algorithms resulting from over-fitting to the training data. Careful
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consideration must be taken to appropriately train the network for expected envi-
ronments, while still being robust enough to handle a wide variety of datasets. Un-
derstanding the limitations of such networks, and thus RSM imaging capabilities, is
critical to understanding the best scenarios and applications.
While previous research has concluded that the same RSM system could be used
for directional dual-particle detection, this study limited itself to gamma events.
There is nothing to suggest that the same techniques could not be applied for neu-
tron imaging, although care must be taken given the more complex nature of neutron
transport and detection. Similarly, this research only analyzed localized sources with
discrete gamma energy emissions. The extent to which the system can handle radia-
tion fields is unknown, but it is expected that the ML-EM approach may work better
over ReGeNN due to the increased complexity and uncertainty associated with radi-
ation fields.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The sources measured in this study were by no means exhaustive, and future
testing can explore more complex source types and distributions. Particularly, the
attenuation through the mask and detection probability, and thus the resulting mea-
sured DRC, is known to be energy dependent, but no extensive research has been
conducted on how best to account for such dependence in the fielded environment
where the source is unknown. It may also be beneficial to extend the DRC mea-
surements beyond the FEP regime, incorporating Compton events and significantly
increasing the detection efficiency. In conjunction with the directional RSM progres-
sion, future work can also expand to neutron and dual-particle imaging.
A more rigorous mask design optimization, incorporating the ray-tracing radia-
tion transport methodology developed from this work, is suggested to improve per-
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formance. While the basis for the mask used in the experiment was the result of
an optimization study, scaling down the mask ultimately altered the signal due to
the non-linearity in attenuation and detection, and the previous optimization study
was performed without consideration of the image reconstruction methodology. This
optimization is also intricately tied to detector type and geometry and should be
investigated further.
The conflicting evidence from the validation loss throughout training suggesting
overfitting despite having generally improved validation reconstructions is still not
well understood. In fact, the inherent flexible and evolving nature of neural networks,
with many architectures and hyperparameters continuously being discovered, means
that there is still substantial research needed with regards to network optimization. In
addition to testing various architectures, future work can investigate various datasets
and their impact on training performance.
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